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Seotion F: SETTLEMENT OF STRUCTURES 79

No. F-16 OPENING DISCUSSION
Dr. Karl v. Terzaghi, Professor at the Teohnisohe Hoohschule, Vienna

Yesterday in ray opening address I called your attention to the importanoe of adequate evidenoe*
No rule and no prooedure should be accepted for practical usage unless its validity is sustained by 
adequate evidence obtained from observations on full-sized structures. The topic of this discussion 
gives me an opportunity to illustrate the meaning of my comments by means of specific examples.

Instantaneous and Gradual Settlement. If we construct a building and observe the movement of its 
base during and after construction with adequately sensitive measuring devices we always find that the 
building settles to some extent, regardless of what the material beneath its foundations may be. If 
the building is not perfectly rigid, the settlement is almost always unequal, though the load may be 
perfectly uniformly distributed. The observed settlements oan be divided into two parts. One part 
oocurs simultaneously with the application of the load. The second one represents the gradual in
crease of the settlement after the load has assumed its maximum value. These tvro fractions will 
briefly be oalled the instantaneous and the gradual settlement. For a given system of loads both parte 
of the settlement depend on the compressibility, the permeability, the thickness and the succession of 
the soil strata located beneath the base of the foundation. Thus we have assembled a group of empiri- 
oal facts to start with.

Methods for Investigation. In order to bring some system into the oonfusing variety of observed facts 
and in order to learn something about the relation between the settlement and the factorB cited above, 
we are compelled to investigate the influence of each one of those factors individually. A considerable 
part of this investigation has already been oarried out. However, since the investigations were by 
necessity based on a radical simplification of the real properties of the soils, no final conclusion 
can be reached without checking the theoretioal results against the results of observations on full- 
sized structures. The major part of thiB second task still remains to be performed although the Pro
ceedings of our Conference contain already a great number of valuable and promising contributions.

State of Stress Beneath Loaded Areas. In every case the foundation represents a load which act6 on or 
at some depth below the surface of a more or less oompressible stratum or system of strata. The load 
produces in the loaded material some state of stress whioh in turn causes the instantaneous and the 
gradual deformations which are responsible for the settlement.
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The state of stress produced by the load in the loaded ma- ' ' /
terial ha6 been investigated many times, for very different ma- \ /
terials, both by theory and by experiment. All these investiga- . / -n v
tions, without exception, led to the following conclusions. If \ / (? J
we make a horizontal section through the loaded material at some / y
arbitrary depth below the base of the load, the normal stresses |----6
whioh act along thl6 section have a maximum beneath the oentral j /
part of the loaded area and gradually decrease in either direction, | j 
as shown in Fig. la. Furthermore, if we determine the distribu
tion of the normal stresses for a great number of horizontal sections and plot the maximum vertioal 
normal stress for each section as an abscissa against the depth of the section below the base of 
the load, we obtain a curve lb whose abscissae decrease with depth.

/ y, —7Zr7?=pF?»

The Bulb of Pressure. If we determine the position of all the points beneath a loaded area, in which 
the normal stress on a horizontal section is equal to a definite fraction, 1/n, of the unit load p, 
we obtain a bulb-shaped surface whioh passes through the rim of the loaded area. Fig. 2a showB a
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seotion through suoh a surface, commonly called the "bulb 
of pressure"• This oonoeptlon played quite an important 
part in the early Amerioan literature ooncerning the 
bearing oapacity of the soils. For any given load we 
can get an infinite variety of pressure bulbs, since a 
different bulb corresponds to every value of n between 
zero and one. Therefore the term "pressure bulb" has no 
definite meaning, unless it refers to a oertain, though 
arbitrary, value of l/n, for instance to 1/5 of the unit 
load p. If the loaded material i6 perfectly homogeneous 
to an infinite depth, the depth t of the bulb, corres
ponding to a definite value of l/n 
proportion to the width, b, of the 
all the loaded area have a similar 
have two similar loaded areas with 
cated above bulbs of pressure with 
respectively, the value 
relation Tn = tjj

Tq/B = tjj/b - oonst = f(n)

increases in simple 
loaded area, provided 
shape. Ilenoe if we 
a width b and Bt lo- 
a depth of tn and ^

is determined by the simple 
B/b

( 1 )

ee«ii-infinite solid is approximately equal to 1.5* or

=
B 1.5

For praotical 
purposes it seems 
most appropriate 
to select a value 
of ti = 5* This 
recommendation is 
based on the fact 
that the greater 
part of the settle
ment takes plaoe 
within a depth 
smaller than 

Tn  =  5 ,  u n l e s s

there is an un
usually soft 
layer of clay or 
peat looated at 
a greater depth 
beneath the 
leaded area.

If the 
loaded area is 
square or round 
with a side or 
diameter B, the 
value of the 
ratio

T r-
JELziL for a 

B
perfectly elas
tic, isotropio,

(2)

and the settlement due to distortion and compression of the loaded solid within the bulb with the 
depth T _ _ represents approximately 80% of the total settlement. For a perfectly uniform and very

U p  rji

thiok stratum of sand the value of the ratio n = 5. ia somewhat smaller than 1.5.
B

If the loaded material is stratified the value of the ratio T^B depends not only on n but also

to a oertain degree on the soil profile. If the strata which occupy the lower part of the pressure bulb 
are considerably stiffer than the upper ones the value of the ratio is greater and if they are softer, 
the value of the ratio is smaller than the one corresponding to a homogeneous material. Yet in any 
event, the depth Tn of the bulb increases with increasing values of B. In praotice, the compressi
bility of the soil always ohanges with depth in a more or less erratic fashion, although according to 
the results of ordinary test-borings the ground may appear to be homogeneous. The result of a small 
scale loading test depends merely on the properties of the soil looated within the shallow bulb of 
pressure produced by the bearing block, while the settlement of the full-sized struoture also depends
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on the physical properties of the 
deeper strata.

Combined Bulba of Pressure. If a 
structure is supported by indivi
dual footings, the bulbs of pressure 
for the individual footings com
bine as shown in Fig. 3* unless 
they are spaced very far apart. The 
depth of the resulting bulb of pres
sure oan be many timee greater than 
that of the individual ones. In a 
similar manner the bulbs of pres
sure produced by loading the pile6 

of a pile foundation also oombine. 
This prooess inoreases the depth 
of the body of soil subject to in
tense compression by the superimr 
posed load to many times the depth 
of the soil which is affected by a 
loading test on an individual pile.

Shortcomings of Loading Tests. The 
simple and well-established facts 
set forth in the preoeding para

graph preclude the possibility of predicting the settlement of full-sized struotures from the results 
of small-soale loading tests unless the soil is uniform and homogeneous from the base of the foundatiaa 
at least down to the depth Tn — ̂  of the bulb of pressure of the full-sized building. The Fig. 
and o illustrate the moaning of tnis statement. They represent the bulb of pressure for a loaded raft 
foundation (c) and the bulb of pressure produoed by a small-soale loading test (b) performed at the 
base of the level of the raft. Owing to the small value of _ 5 in Fig. 2b the result of the load

ing test is praotioally independent of the nature of stratum II located beneath the level AB. On the 
other hand, the settlement of the raft foundation. Fig. 2o, depends to a large extent on the nature of 
the material II. If II oonsists of rook, the settlement will be smaller, and if it consists of soft 
olay it may be many times greater than the value obtained on the assumption that the material I extends 
to an infinite depth. Hence no definite relation oan possibly exist between the result of the small- 
soale loading test and the settlement of the full-sized struoture. The empirioal evidenoe for this 
statement is conclusive.

In order to deoide whether or not the soil oan be considered practically homogenous and in order 
to obtain information on all those strata whose properties are likely to influenoe the settlement of 
the full-sized struoture it is neoessary, first of all, to drill to a depth which is at least equal to 
the value of TQ _  ̂ for the proposed building. The seoond requirement oonsists in securing undis

turbed samples. If this cannot be done, the nature of the strata located between the base of the fu
ture foundation and the depth _ 5 must be investigated by tests performed either in the drillhole

or in a shaft* Test-boring records based on a visual inspection of the drill samples oan be utterly 
misleading, beoause experienoe has shown that every disturbance of the original structure of the soil 
has a very marked effeot on its essential physioal properties* For this reason an important part of 
the Prooeedings of this Conferenoe is devoted to methods of seouring undisturbed samples.

The faots presented in the preoeding paragraph also lead to tho conolusion that the settlement of 
an individual footing or of a single pile is always smaller than the settlement of an entire group of 
suoh units under equal load per unit. The value of tho ratio between the settlement of the group and 
that of the unit depends on the number of units, on their spacing and on the compressibility of the 
soil loonted between the base of the bulb of the unit and that of the entire group. These two types 
of "bulbs'* are shown la Fig. 3»

Estimate of Settlement from the Results of Loading Tests, from Previous Settlement Reoords and from the 
Results of Soil Tests. The ultimate purpose of preliminary investigations for the design of founda
tions is to estimate the settlement. To aohieve this purpose one of the following three methods may be

A. By extrapolation from the results of small-scale loading tests,
B. By inferenoe from existing settlement reoords, and
C. By computation from the results of soil tests on undisturbed samples*
Method A, As indicated in the foregoing disoussion, extrapolation from the results of loading 

tests is permissible only in those oases in whioh the subsoil is homogenous throughout the depth 
Tq _ of the bulb of pressure of the proposed foundation* From this statement we oan draw at once

the oonolusion that no settlement estimate of the type A should be aooepted unless it is aooompanied by 
oonolusive proof that the neoessary degree of the homogenity is present* The seoond requirement for a 
satisfactory estimate of the type A oonsists in a knowledge of the relation between the settlement of 
a small and of a large area* For a perfeotly elastio, homogenous solid the settlement of loaded areas
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with a similar shape inoreases strictly in direot proportion 
to the width of the loaded areas• As a orude approximation, 
this rule also applies to rook and to very oohesive, homo
genous soils. The relationship for an elastic homogenous 
solid is shown by the straight line Cj in Fig. In this 
figure the absoissae represent the width B of the loaded area 
and the ordinates the settlement of a rigid slab whioh oovers 
this area. However, the more the oharacter of the loaded 
material approaches that of a clean sand, the more important 
beoomes the deviation from the straight line law. For a dean 
3and we obtain a ourve similar to Cg in Fig. Up to the

present, our knowledge of the relation between the size of the 
loaded area and the corresponding settlement has been obtained 
almost exclusively from tests on a relatively snail soale. 
Since the line whioh represents this relation is likely to 
bo ourved, attempts to extrapolate should be aocepted with 
caution. The gaps in our knowledge of this relation can only 
be closed by further observations including the measurement 

the settlement of full-sized structures, supported by 
fairly homogenous strata of great depth.

.... , . ĥe past no attention has been paid to the homogenity
condition and in addition the knowledge of the relation between the size of the loaded area and the 
corresponding settlement was utterly inadequate. Therefore the results were practically worthless and 
the method as such is in dir© need of* revision*

In many oases the settlement of a building gradually increases to many times that observed after 
loads hfd boon aPPli9<i» There is not a single case on record whioh demonstrates the possi

bility of a reliable prediotion of the time rate of settlement of such buildings from the results of 
loading tests. Henoe the application of the method is further limited to those oases in whioh the 
major part of the settlement ooours while the load is applied. The method also fails to inform us on 
the distribution of the settlement over the baoe of a flexible structure* In many oases it is far 
more important to know the distribution of the settlement than to get information on the average or 
the maximum value. Henoe it seems that the application of the method A. will always be limited to very 
few oases, regardless of the future inorease of our capaoity for reliable extrapolation.

Method B. Another method for predicting the settlement of a proposed foundation consists in consult
ing settlement reoords of existing buildings. In order to use this method to full advantage, two re
quirements must be satisfied. First of all the settlement record should be complete, that is, it 
should cover the entire downward movement of the building sinoe the time when the foundation was laid 
and it should include not only a time-settlement but also a time-load record. If the structure is not 
perfectly rigid, the reoord should inolude the movement of at least one dozen reference points looated 
at different parts of the periphery and of the interior of the building. The second requirement con
sists in a ooraplete reoord of the nature and the property of the soil looated between the base of the 
foundation and a depth Tn = 5 beneath this base for both the existing and the proposed building. The

data required for reliable Identification depend on the nature of the soil. The oompressibility of 
strata of sand or of silt oan be compared on the basis of the results of penetration tests in drill
holes or of loading tests in shafts, at various levels down to a depth Tq = ? . Numerous testing

methods of this kind have been invented during the last ten years. Another prooedure for estimating 
the relative compressibility of a bed of sand or silt was worked out by Hertwig in Berlin. It is 
based on a measurement of the oharaoteristio frequenoy and the velocity of the transmission of elastic 
waves through the material. Finally, in the Paper No. B-2 , Vol I of the Proceedings of this Conference, 
J. T. van Bruggen desoribes a method of seouring undisturbed samples of clean sand, whioh permits the 
determination of the compressibility of the sand in the laboratory. It is one of the tasks of future 
investigations to find out which one among the different methods is likely to furnish the required re
sults at a minimum amount of time and expenditure*

On the other hand, an adequate description of the properties of beds of olay can only be secured 
by means of laboratory tests on undisturbed samples, including compression and consolidation tests.

The method B., based on existing reoords, has the advantage of involving no theoretioal concep
tions other than those on whioh the selection of the criteria for identification are based. A con
sistent application of the method is bound to inorease our knowledge of the subjeot independent of the 
progress along theoretical lines and in some oases suoh as those involving the settlement of buildings 
founded on beds of sand or silt it is the only one whioh is at present at our disposal. Yet in order 
to use this method, the practice of adequately investigating the subsoil and of observing the settle
ment must beoome far more universal than at present.

By far the moat premising field for a suooessful application of the method B., based on analogy, 
is to be found in big cities. Although the soil looated beneath our cities may vary to a oertain ex
tent in type and oonsistenoy, these variations are seldom important enough to prevent the existenoe 

relatively simple relations between the load, the size and shape of the loaded area, the type of 
foundation, the soil profile and the settlement. If adequate settlement reoords for a large number
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of buildings are available, simple identification tests oombined with a knowledge of the facts illus
trated by Fig. 1 to 5 may suffice for a prediction of the settlement of new structures with a rea
sonable degree of accuracy. For this reason the careful and continuous supervision of the settlement 
of newly constructed buildings in our oities represents the simplest and most eoonomical method for 
eliminating the hazards resulting from our inadequate knowledge of the subjeot.

Method C. The prinoipal drawback of the preoeding method consists in the fact that it oannot be ap
plied to foundations without a known preoedent both for the soil conditions and for the principal di
mensions of the foundation. Therefore it was considered necessary to work out a third method whioh 
should make it possible to compute the settlement from the results of soil tests. In order to ao- 
oomplish this purpose the theories of settlement developed. In pure scienoe the term theory is u6ed 
to indicate a conception of the interrelations of a group of natural phenomena, whose validity appears 
to be well-established and more or less generally acoepted. If this definition of a theory is also 
aocepted for the field of foundation engineering it should be emphasized that none of the existing 
theories deserves this name, because the properties of real soils are far more complicated than the 
properties of the imaginary materials to whioh our theories rigorously apply. Eenoe the term theory 
is merely retained for the sake of convenienoe. In reality our theoretical methods only refer to ideal 
substances whose properties were obtained by disregarding all but one or two of the properties of the 
real soils. For this reason the theories furnish a radioally idealized oonception of what should be 
expected to happen in nature and none of the theories oan be aocepted for practioal usage until we 
have determined the importanoe of the error by comparing the computed data with the results of obser
vations on full-sized struotures in a great number of oases. Prior to this supplementary investiga
tion any theory of settlement oan only be expected to disolose an interesting possibility, regardless 
of whether or not the theory has been oonfirmed by small-scale tests.
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Deformation and Compression. In order to oorrelate 
the existing theories with engineering practice, we 
divide the settlement S of the structures into two 
oomponents, SQ and Sy respeotively. The first part, 
S0, is solely duo to the lateral yield of the loaded 
soil without any ohange in the volume. Owing to this 
lateral yield, the originally vertioal lines ab and 
od in Fig. 5 assume the shape â  ag b and ô  Og d,

whereupon the load desoends through a distance So. The 
is due to an increase of the density 

If the density of the soil lo-
seoond 
of the

part, Sy 
loaded soil.

oated within the b 0-, d increases, 

S.

the loadSp&OO u

further desoends through a distance ST< Fig. 5

In applied meohanios, the relation between Sg 
and ST is determined by the modulus of lateral ex
pansion, l/m, of the loaded.material. If the material 
is perfeotly incompressible, the value l/m is equal to 
l/2 and the inorement of the total settlement is 
equal to zero. With decreasing values of l/m, the 
importanoe of ST increases. In applied meohanios it 
is also assumed that the deformation of the loaded 
material, including its ohange in density 0 0cure in
stantaneously. As a consequence both parts, SQ and 
ST of the settlement are assumed to take plaoe at onoe.
as soon as the load is applied. If suoh is the oase 
we would have no means for dissolving S with its two 
components.

On the other hand, if the loaded material is porous, its voids completely filled with water, and 
its permeability very low, the traditional concept of applied meohanios loses its validity, beoause it 
takes a long time for the excess water to drain out of the spaoe â  b 0  ̂d. Fig. 5 . In this oase the 
material subjeoted to a superimposed load would appear to be inooraprossible and the settlement inme- 
diately after the load application would only be equal to S0. Then, as time goes on, the settlement 
would gradually inorease from S0 to S = S0-f- Ŝ . The lower the permeability of the oompressible strata 
the smaller is the rate at which the increment Sv approaches its ultimate value. This statement is 
also based on adequate evidenoe.

The Principal Theories of Settlement. The theories which deal with the relation between the physical 
properties of the loaded material and the settlement are the following:

a. The theory of elasticity which assumes that the loaded material is perfeotly elastio, isotropio 
and homogenous.

b. The generalized theory of elasticity which assumes that the loaded material is perfeotly elas
tio and homogenous, but that the modulus of elasticity is different in different directions.

o. The theory of consolidation.
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a. The application of the theory of elastioity to the oomput&tion of the settlement of a load was 
accomplished by Boussinesq in 1885* The equations devised by this investigator also permit the compu
tation of the equation of the ourves shown in Fig. la and b and the equation for the "bulb of pressure" 
for any value of l/n. A summary of subsequent supplementary theoretioal investigations whioh are also 
based on the assumption of an elastio, isotropio and homogenous oharacter of the loaded material, oan 
be found in the Paper No. E-10, Vol II of the Prooeedings of this Conferenoe. A n  the formulae for 
settlement whioh are based on Boussinesq's theory contain the coefficient of lateral expansion l/m.
The value of this ooeffioient determines the volume change associated with the deformation of the 
stressed material. A value of l/m = l/2 indioates a volume change equal to zero. If the volume ohange 
ooours very slowly, the settlement whioh takes plaoe while the load is being applied is equal to that 
oorresponding to l/m — 1/2 regardless of the value of l/m of the loaded material. This instantaneous 
settlement corresponds to the fraotion in Fig. 5• Ajb time goes on the settlement gradually in— 
oreases by the fraotion Sv in Fig. 5 . Aooording to Boussinesq*s theory, the fraotion Sv oannot exoeed 
an amount of about 0«3SQ, provided the loaded area is circular, the modulus of elasticity remains un
affected by the volume ohange and the value l/m whioh determines the final value of the settlement is 
equal to 1/5, or equal to the smallest value which we are likely to enoounter. This information is 
very valuable beoause in oertain oases it enables us to learn from the results of settlement observa
tions to what extent the loaded material is elastioally isotropio.

b. The application of the generalized theory of elasticity to settlement problems was worked out 
at my suffestion by K. Wolf (Zteohr. 4 angew. Methem. und Meoh., 1935, H. 5 .) It should however be 
emphasized that the strict validity of this theory is also limited to ideal materials with very simple, 
imaginary properties. The degree of anisotropy of these ideal materials is expressed by the value of 
the ratio Ê /Ky. between the modulus of elasticity in a horizontal and in a vertical direction re
spectively. For Eĵ /ê  = 1, Wolf's theory becomes identical with Boussinesq*e theory for isotropio, 

elastic solids. For the oase E^/e^ = 00 “the settlement is exclusively due to a compression of the 
loaded material under oomplete lateral confinement. On this condition, the fraction S0 0f the settle
ment in Fig. 5 becomes equal to zero.

o. The theory of consolidation is based on the following assumptions: the voids of the loaded 
material are completely filled with water. Both the water and the solid partioles are considered in
compressible and the flow of the water through the material is determined by the law of Darcy. Hie 
water escapes from the loaded material only in a vertical direction and the increase of the settlement 
with time is exclusively due to delayed drainage. (K. Terzaghi and 0. FrBhlicli, Theorie der Setzung 
von Tonsoliiohten. Wien 19 3 6 ). In addition, several successful attempts were made to solve the equa
tions for an escape of the water in a horizontal direotion (G. Gilboy) or in horizontal, radial direc
tions (L. Rendulic).

Other Auxiliary Theories. The theories a to c deal with the relation between the load and the settle
ment for certain well-defined, ideal materials. There are, in addition, several theories with a more 
limited soope, dealing only with the distribution of the stresses in the loaded material or with the 
ultimate bearing capacity. !Rieir validity is also limited to imaginary materials. These theories arei

d. Theory of stress distribution in perfectly elastic materials 
whose isotropy is limited to horizontal seotions. In a vertical di
reotion the modulus of elasticity increases according to some speci
fied law (0. Frflhlich, Druckverteilung im Baugrund. Wien 19 3 1̂)•

e. Theory of the Bingham bodies. This theory is based on the as
sumption that the material is perfectly isotropic and homogenous 
that it starts to flow as soon as the shearing stress t exceeds a 
oertain critical value t̂ . The rate of flow, v, increases aocording 
to the straight line law represented by the line AB in Fig. 6 . The 
elastic phenomena are entirely disregarded

Flo £

f. Theory of plasticity. This theory differs from the preoeding 
one in that the angle ct in Fig. 6 is assumed to be equal to 90°* The 
value t^ is supposed to represent some funotion of the normal pressure 
on the plane of shear. No solutions are available for cases other than 
those in whioh the flow ooours parallel to a plane (A. Nadai, Plasti- 
oity. Nerw York, 1931).

Sources of Error in Settlement Estimates. All theBe theories, a to
f, apply only to very simple imaginary materials. In real soil6 the 
properties ascribed to these ideal materials combine with many others 
whioh are ignored by the theories. Foremost among these properties is 
the capacity to undergo important unelastic deformations which in
crease not only at a higher rate than the corresponding stresses but 
which also increase to some extent with time, under constant stress.
A further inorease of settlement at a constant load oan be produced 
by vibrations which are also disregarded by the theories oited above.
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The errors due to simplified assumptions oombine with the errors due to erratic stratification of the 
natural soil strata and to a partial destruction of the original structure of the soil during the 
operations of drilling, sampling and transporting the samples into the laboratory. Other souroes of 
uncertainty are the impossibility of estimating the average ratio Eĵ /ly for natural soil strata, and 
the absence of reasonably convenient methods for determining the critical shear values t1̂  and t^ for 

clays in Fig. 6.
Considering these faots it would appear utterly out of place to interpret the word theory used in 

connection with settlement in the same fashion as in pure science or in the seotions of applied mo- 
ohanios dealing with steel constructions. Our equipment for solving the problem of settlements con
sists merely of a few rather crude theoretical methods for estimating the settlement in those special 
oases in whioh the properties of the soil are tolerably similar to those of the imaginary materials and 
the accuracy of the forecast is limited by the degree of precision with which we oan determine the 
numerical values of the vital soil properties. None of the theories has any practioal value until we 
have learned by repeated and varied experience to what extent the theoretioal results coinoide with 
the behavior of full-sized structures. Henoe no new method oan be aooepted for practioal usage until 
it is supplemented by a set of empirical data, illustrating the range of possible error.

Present Status of Settlement Computation. At the present state of our knowledge, the prospeot6 of the 
different theories for practical application are about as follows:

The theories of stress distribution are acourate enough to inform us as to the order of magnitude 
and the distribution of the normal stresses over horizontal seotions at different depths below the base 
of foundations HT)̂  for an approximate computation of the oontours of the bulb of pressure for any given 
value of l/n suoh as shown in Fig. 2. The methods for stress computation assist us in choosing the 
depth to which the soil for a proposed structure needs to be investigated and in determining the ap
proximate shape of the ourves of equal settlement for flexible structures supported by shallow founda
tions on a oohesive soil or by friction piles.

The distribution of the soil reactions ovor the base of rigid foundations on oohesive soils has 
at least the general charaoter which one should expect from the theory of elasticity (a). It involves 
a maximum along the rim and a ttH■n-'imnn near the oenter. The same ooncluBion seems to hold true for the 
base of deep foundation piers resting on sand. For rigid slabs resting on the surface of a bed of 
sand, the distribution of the pressure is approximately parabolic, with a maximum at the center and 
zero at the rim. Nothing is known about the distribution of the soil reactions over the base of rafts _ 
located at a medium depth, ranging between 5 and 20 ft. below the surface of sand beds.. Extrapolation 
from small-scale tests to full-sized structures oan be misleading.

The prospeote of a 6uocessful forecast of the magnitude of the settlement by semi-theoretical 
methods are different for different types of soil. For sand6 the fraction Sv of the settlement S 
(Fig. 5 ) is muoh more important than the fraction SQ. The value of S0 i6 determined essentially by 
the non-elastic deformation of the sand which is beyond the scope of existing theories. Therefore the 
only feasible method of dealing with the problem consists in utilizing existing settlement records such
as those described above.

If the settlement is essentially due to the compression of well-defined layers of day looated 
between beds of sand or other very permeable materials, the theory of elasticity combined with the 
theory of consolidation was found to give promising results. The agreement between the theoretioal 
and the real curves of equal settlement is always satisfactory provided the loaded strata are fairly 
uniform in a horizontal direction. The Paper No. E-l, Vol I in the Proceedings contains instructive 
examples. The agreement between the theoretical and the real time rate of consolidation i6 also very 
good. Aooording to the theory of consolidation the application of the load produces in the water oon
tent of the olay beds a hydrostatio exoess pressure equal to the total pressure created by the super
imposed load. As time goes on the excess water escapes from the olay into the adjoining permeable 
strata, while the hydrostatio excess pressure gradually decreases and approaches the value zero. This 
conception is fully corroborated by the results of observations in the field suoh as those communicated 
in the Paper No. F-9, Vol I. However the absolute values may be very muoh smaller than those computed 
from the results of consolidation tests on undisturbed samples. Aooording to Paper No. D-l, Vol I, the 
ratio between the observed and the computed settlements of buildings looated above strata of silt and 
clay in Cairo is as followst 

Silty soils 1/2 to 1̂ 3 
Stiff brown days 1/2 
Black clays 1
For oertain glacial "hardpans" in Germany and for the stiff blue Tertiary clay underlying the 

oity of Vienna, the value of the ratio is even smaller than 1/3. On the other hand, for the Zanesville 
dams described in a paper read by Dr. Gilboy, or in same of the oases investigated by myself, the ob
served settlement was almost identical with the computed value. From what little we know at present 
about this subject it appears that the important differences between theory and reality are limited to 
those cases in which the loaded material was intensely pre-oonpressed at some stage of its geological 
history. Henoe a knowledge of the load history, expressed by the shape of the compression curve of un
disturbed samples may assist in establishing empirioal rules for correcting the error.

If the olay contains numerous streaks of silt or thin layers of sand the settlement of a super
imposed structure is essentially due to a compression of the clay under almost complete lateral oon-
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finement. At the same time the escape of" the excess water oocurs very rapidly. The Paper N—2, Vol I* 
contains an instruotive example.

Very thick beds of silt or olay should be expeoted to exhibit charaoteristios intermediate be
tween those of semi-infinite, elastic isotropic solids and those of sands. For the elastic solids the 
fraction SV/SQ , Fig. 5, of the settlement does not exoeed about 30% of the instantaneous settlement 
S0 and for sands the fraction Sv is even smaller. In contrast to these findings, the gradual settle
ment Sv of structures supported by raft foundation on thiok beds of silt or olay is almost always many 
times greater than the instantaneous settlement S0 which develops while the load i6 being applied. On 
the other hand, the settlement of small individual or narrow oontinuous footings, spaced far apart do 
not exhibit this characteristic property. These facts seem to indioate the existenoe of a great re
sistanoe against the lateral yield of the strata looated at a depth of more than 8 or 10 feet below 
the surfaoe, which practically eliminates in some oeses the fraotion SQ of the settlement S in Fig. 5 

for buildings supported by a raft foundation. The number of oase reoords is still too small to permit 
a final judgment on the physioal oauses of this wide-spread phenomenon.

The settlement due to the compression of thick beds of silt or olay often continues for a long 
period at a higher rate than one should expect on the basis of the theory of consolidation. Similar 
phenomena were also found to oocur in connection with consolidation tests on completely confined spe
cimens of undisturbed clay (See A. S. K. Buisaan in F-7, Vol I, and H. Gray in D-ll;, Vol II). Another 
possible oause for these progressive movements oonsists in a very slow, plastic flow under oonstant 
stress. Whatever the oause of the causes may be, the differenoe between the theoretioal and the real 
time-rate of settlement is seldom great enough to be of any practical importanoe.

Conclusions. The above discussion reveals the following situation:
1. Every structure is bound to settle during and after construction. For flexible structures, in

cluding buildings of any type, the settlement is always unequal although the load may be uniformly dis
tributed over the surfaoe of a uniform stratum. In some oases the settlement inoreases for years or 
decades at a praotically oonstant load and approaches values which are many times greater than the 
settlement produoed by the process of applying the load.

2. All the theoretioal and experimental investigations into the state of stress which exists be
neath a loaded area have disclosed the faot that the settlement depends on the physical properties of 
all the strata looated between the loaded area and a depth T beneath this area, which is at least 
1.5 times the width of the loaded area. This oonolusion is sustained by adequate evidence. It pre
cludes the possibility of predicting the settlement from the results of small-soale loading tests.
The only exceptions are those rare oases in which the soil is homogenous to the depth T.

3* The physioal properties of the soils are by far too complicated to permit an estimate of the 
settlement on a purely theoretical basis. Hence the foremost requirement for future progress oonsists 
in collecting complete settlement recordB, including the curves of equal settlement, the time-load 
and the time-settlement diagrams, and test-boring records which disolose the nature of the soil to a 
depth which is at least equal to the value T mentioned above. No prooedure derived from theoretioal 
or experimental investigations should be accepted for practical use, unless the degree of accuraoy of 
the results has been determined previously by checking the results against the actual settlement of an 
adequate number of full-sized structures*

1*. The investigations of the physioal properties of the soils disclosed the universal fact that 
the results of a visual inspeotion of drill samples or of an experimental investigation of disturbed 
drill samples does not suffioe for a reliable identification of soil strata. As a oonsequenoe, test- 
boring records which axe based solely on suoh data leave an intolerably wide margin for interpretation* 
Reliable identifioation oan only be aohieved by means of numerioal data obtained from tests on the 
soil in an undisturbed state*

5* The prospects for a suooessful theoretioal computation of settlement are for the time being 
limited to those oases in which the settlement is due essentially to the oompression of well-defined, 
fairly homogenous beds of clay whose exoess water esoapes in a nearly vertical direotion. By far the 
majority of harmful, progressive settlements is due to this oause. Hence it is a fortunate ooinoi- 
dence that the prospects for suooessful theoretical treatment exist preoisely in those oases in which 
they are most urgently needed.

6. Aocording to the above statements, the most outstanding achievements of soientifio approach 
to the settlement problem are the following: analysis disclosed the utter futility of the traditional 
attempts to foreoast the settlement from the results of small-scale loading tests by means of simple, 
standardized rules valid for a wide range of conditions. It informed us on the depth to which the pro
perties of softer strata are likely to influence the settlement. It furnished basio information con
cerning the requirements for a reliable soil investigation, which opens the way to a semi-empirioal 
treatment of the subject. It provided us with rules for preparing settlement records in such fashion 
that the records can be used as a basis for an estimate of the settlement of future struotures• And 
finally it accomplished a promising start towards developing a method for oamputing the settlement in 
certain special cases of outstanding practioal importanoe.

Considered in their totality the accomplishments oited are most encouraging. The painstaking 
analysis of the settlement phenomena accomplished the replacement of vague an r l  misleading oonoeptions 
by positive though fragmentary knowledge. It has provided up with a clean-cut program for further 
research in this field and disclosed the limits for the validity of theoretical conclusions. In this 
connection it demonstrated beyond any doubt that no progress oan be expected without a systematio ao- 
oumulation of adequate settlement reoords*
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Whoever expeots from soil moohanics a set of simple, hard-and-fast rules for settlement computa
tion will be deeply disappointed• He might as well expoot a simple rule for oonstruoting a geologi
cal profile from a single test-boring record# Hie nature of the problem striotly prooludes the pos
sibility of establishing suoh rules. If a supervising or a construction engineer wants to enjoy the 
benefits of recent developments in this field he should first of all study the rules for securing re
liable settlement reoords and then start to observe the buildings of his distriot. After he has done 
this for a oertain period he will discover for himself the value of the information which he oan ob
tain from soil meohanios*

No. F-17 DISCUSSION
INTERPRETATION OF LOADING TESTS FOR FOOTINGS 

Donald M, Burmister, Instructor in Civil Engineering, Columbia University, New York City

In a great many oases there seems to be a large discrepancy between the results of a small-scale 
loading test and the experience with the full-size structure. Although loading tests are often re
quired by Building Codes for design purposes, the load-area of footing-settlement relations have not 
yet been so completely defined that the results of suoh tests can be used to make a reliable estimate 
of the settlement of the struoture. Very often little is known about the underground, yet in order to 
obtain any reliable information, the underground should be a deep, fairly uniform deposit of granular

or somewhat co
hesive soil, 
whioh does not 
oontain saturated 
layerB of fine 
silt or olay oa- 
pable of consoli
dating under the 
building load.

Typical load
ing test curves 
are illustrated 
in Fig. la and lb 
on various sizes 
of bearing areas.

The loading 
test itself serveB 
as an Integrating 
Factor and reflects

B

Unit load in Tons per Square Foot.
Fig. la, Loading Test on Square 
Areas from "Underpinning", by 
Prentis and White, p. 21+1. 
Loading on Surfaoe.
Material— Medium fine sand, 
slightly cohesive.

Fig. lb, Loading Test on Round 
xlates, from Housel* 3 discus
sion of "The Science of Founda
tions", Trans. A.S.C.E., Vol 
93» p. 3 2 5. Loading in a pit. 
Material-yellow olay.

the oombined in- 
fluenoe of all the 
soil properties 
and conditions at 
the site, but of 
oourse only to a 
rather limited 
depth, as illus
trated in Fig, 2.

Most of the 
settlement re
sults from two 
oauses, first 
from a compression 
of the soil with 
in, for example, 
the O.lp pressure 
ispbar. Professor 
Terzaghi has 
pointed out that 
the depth of this 
isobar of pressure 
bears a constant 
ratio to the width 
of the loaded 
area. For oirou- 
lar areas r/z is 
approximately
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equal to 1+. Second, from a lateral bulging and finally displacement of material from under the edges 
of the footing where the shear stress is greatest with a tendenoy for upheaval of the soil around the 
footing. The first becomes more important as the size of the footing inoreases. The seoond is more 
pronounoed for small-size footings. The resistanoe of the underground is oonsidered by many to in
orease with depth. Therefore, the supporting capacity of the soil varies with the size of the loaded 
area in some way as determined by these factors.

It seems to be of greater importanoe to obtain an integrated soil oonstant from a loading test, ex
pressing the load-araa-aettlament relations, than to define it in terms of speoifio characteristics 
and behavior of the soil. These relations are obtained by the use of a modified elastic equation for 
the oenter deflection of a loaded circular bearing area. The elastic equation, whioh is given in 
Timoshenko's Theory of Elasticity, page 335* ®q. 20l* is equal to

S = I> - # 2J • p.r (1)

where — is Poisson’s ratio 
m E is the Modulus of Elasticity 

p is the load per unit area 
r is the radius of the ciroular area

This equation is modified by replaoing the faotor oontaining the modulus of elasticity and Poisson13 

ratio by an empirioal expression varying with depth.
The settlement equation then beoomes equal to

S = P«r (2)
C( 1 -t- az)

Where C and a are empirioal coefficients which depend on the soil properties and conditions at the 
site and z is taken, for example, as the mid-depth of the O.lp pressure i3obar, that is z is equal to 
the width or the diameter of the footing.

To define the relations requires that loading tests be made on at least two different size bearing 
areas, so that the two constants may be evaluated. One test should be made on an area as large as 
practicable in order that it may serve as an integrating factor to greater depths. The smallest test 
should be at least 2 feet by 2 feet to eliminate excessive lateral soil displacement.

The coefficients are determined for the ourves in Fig. la and lb. A limiting maximum unit load is 
chosen within which the load settlement relations do not deviate greatly from a straight line. For 
example, in Fig. la computation at a unit load of I4. tons per sq ft yields values of C - 3 . 6  and 
a = +- 0.13, while in Fig. lb at a unit load of 2.5 tons per sq ft C = 5*2 and a = -0.029. The 
oharacter of the soil and the conditions at the site determine the sign of the coefficient "a". It is 
probable that the break in the load-settlement curves for large areas will oocur at lower loads than for 
the test ourves. ThiB important point cannot be determined by small-scale tests. But Professor Terzaghi

has pointed out that footings should be de-
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signed to limit the settlement to some safe 
total amount or to limit the differential 
settlement to, for example, 1/I4. inoh between 
adjacent footings in order not to induoe ex- 
oessive secondary stresses. In the structure.

It seems logioal to conclude, therefore, 
that, when the coefficient "a" is positive, 
a fairly reliable estimate of the settlement 
of a structure is possible from a loading 
test. The settlement for a oonstant unit 
loading may approaoh a value, whioh indepen
dent of the size of the loaded area. On the 
other hand when the coeffioient "a" is nega
tive, no loading test on small areas oan give 
any reliable information about the behavior 
of the structure itself.

The settlement-area relations for a oon
stant unit loading of 2 tons per square foot 
are given in Fig. 3 . It is evident that two 
quite different soil conditions exist.

4 8 12 16
W id t h  o r  D ia m e t e r  o f  F o o t i n g .

Fig. 3 Settlement-xArea Relations 
For a Constant Unit Loading of 2 Tons per sq. ft
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No. F-18 DISCUSSION
ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE OH SITU-CAST CONCRETE PILES 

Dr. Rudolf Tillmann, Oe.I.A.V., Bldg. Dept, of the City of Vienna, Austria

Situ-oast piles, formed in ground by a special machine fitted with heavy drop haraner and conorete 
tampers, were invented and originally used in Austria on a larger scale especially in munioipal tene
ment house building of Vienna. In this oonneotion may be reported on a failure oocurring about 10 
years ago in the foundation of suoh a very large house, in which the aforementioned type of piles was 
used. This negative experienoe shall be explained here in order to warn foundation engineers that when 
adopting this type of piling special care on soil investigation has to be taken.

The underground was oomposed of yellow silt and loam for about 3 meters below the surfaoe, then 
of pure sand and gravel. Between these two strata there was inserted a relatively thin layer of dark 
and soft mud (0 to 1 m thiok) on a considerable part of the area of the large building site in question. 
The foundation was designed so that concrete rafts had to be born by situ-oast oonorete piles resting 
on resistant gravel. The oonioal pile forms were driven down, then lifted, and subsequently the pile 
holes were filled up with plastio oonorete worked by ramming. Unfortunately the consequence of equi
librium disturbance, oaused by pieroing the aforementioned soft mud layer had not been taken into ao- 
count. This mud buldged out towards the inside of the hollow space of the piles, so looally diminish
ing the pile cross-section. This not having beon observed, conorete, after having been poured in, had 
not the statioally claimed form and piles with a very restricted middle section oraoked under load and 
oaused enormous settlings of a large portion of the 5 storied tenement house during building of the 
superstructure. Settlements reached in some spots 30 0 mm and were of course unequal for the middle and 
outer walls, so that the superstructure got wide oraoks not only in transverse but also in a longitu
dinal direotion, especially in the onntilever ends of all reinforced oonorete ceilings and in partition 
walls. Besides may be mentioned, that the deformation of oeilings due to unequal settling of the walls 
was greatest in the lowest floor and decreased in an upward direotion.

Reconstruction of this failure was very expensive and was performed upon expert advice by under
pinning the supporting walls by reinforced conorete footings eaoh of them resting on a pair of founda
tion wells, based on the gravel underground. After this thorough reconstruction of the foundation of 
the damaged building parts, also the superstructure was repaired, so that no further damge might ooour.

The conclusion which m y  be drawn from this experience shortly presents itself as follows! In the 
oase of adoption of oonioal situ-oast piles, when soft layers are interferring, never pull out conioal 
metal shells from the hollow forms of piles. Earth forms alone may satisfy only, when stiff material 
stands along pile length. In this case pouring of rather stiff oonorete and thorough ramming of it—  
as also stated by W. S. Hanna and G. Tschebotareff (Paper No. F-l, Vol I) has proved to be advantageous.

No. F-19 DISCUSSION OF PAPER NO. F-2
Dr. Rudolf Tillmann, Oe.I.A.V., Bldg. Dept, of the City of Vienna, Austria

Similar considerations as those on earthquakes may be adopted in the study of vibrations of build
ings oaused by technical effeots, as e.g. periodical impulses of driven machines or vehioles of com
mon traffic. The Munioipal Building Department of Vienna is fairly experienced in this line. Here 
many seismographioal observations were made on vibrations oaused either by industry or by traffio. In 
a majority of oases teohnioal vibrations of buildings do not damage the superstructure itBelf, even 
when machines are installed in an upper floor, because of the high faotor of safety allowed in these 
struotures ( 3 to 5 £Ln‘i even more). A oontrary statement must be made with respeot to the foundation, 
whioh generally has a faotor of safety of not more than 2, in many oases even less than ljj. Therefore 
failures in the superstructure due to teohnioal vibration effects— as well as to earthquakes— are 
initiated by exoeeding the soil resistance. For this reason investigation of a mechanical vibration 
effect of a building is for most oases in first line a foundation or soil problem.

After seismographioal observation seismograms are thoroughly investigated. The parts of these 
time-deviation ourves showing the straightest vibration periods and the highest amplitudes, are se
lected for mathematical analysis. Generally the most important figure in this computations is the 
maximum value of acceleration in vibrating movement, taken for each of the 3 oardinal directions of 
space.

This acceleration for a direotion x is to, be expressed by g = i+TT̂  A n^ = A o) &
^  k 11 j  ^

A^ being the amplitude, the frequency in Hertz and = 2 TT n̂. the "oiroular frequenoy” of the

vibration oomponent in the aforementioned direction. Then the reach of simultaneous effeot on a struo
ture by a certain vibration has to be oonfined by means of computing the propagation of the elastio 
wave in all direotione within the structure during half a vibration period. The mass of the structure 
within this reaoh may be termed by M, so that the maximum power exerted by the vibration in question 
is determined by P = M. g. 6  This foroe is supposed to act in the oentre of gravity of the mass M. 
In the foregoing term (5 is a ooeffioient greater than 1 by whioh the additional effeot of the indivi
dual frequenoy of the struoture is to be taken into account. V.'ith respeot to the oiroumstanoe, that 
teohnioal vibrations of buildings are usually of long duration, the fatigue of building material and
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especially of soil must be taken into aocount. Aooording to experience one may do this by introducing 
the double value of ordinarily computed stresses.

For most oases magnitude of teohnioal vibrations has been found to be oharaoterized by the follow
ing figureBi

A = 5 to 30 p  (1 = l/lOOO mm),

n = 5 to 100 Hz (l Hz = 1 vibration per seo.)

=0.1 to 5 m/s2 (in most cases not more than 1 so/s2)

By vibration effects, especially when oaused by horizontal movements, edge pressures of soil may 
be inoreased from 20 to 100 and sometimes even for 15 0 % relative to soil stresses, oaused by statioal 
load (dead load +• live load)* From the foregoing remarks there may be recognized, that technical vi
brations may be of considerable magnitude for buildings, not less than slight earthquakes. Vibration 
may be oounteraoted by the springing effeot of insulating materials suoh as cork or rubber and above 
all by steel springs# By suoh insulation original power effeot of vibration is reduced to a oertain 
peroentage being determined generally by

£ " 100 / Mfaj'̂  - IS ~e 

wherein f = coefficient of springing effect (crnkg-l),
S = ooeffioient of internal friotion*

Adopted for the judgment of earthquake effects, the upper formula shows that power effeot of vi
bration is reduced the more, the greater springing effeot of insulating layer may grow. Eaoh elasti
cally working sublayer, as e.g. also foundation soil, especially when it is of olay nature, has suoh 
a springing effeot with the ooeffioient ^

f = ■ y q - (F = foundation area in oin2, C = ooeffioient of 
oampressibility in kg/our). *
This springing effect of the soil enables the engineer to reduoe the amount of aoting foroes to be 
introduced into the statioal computation of the struoture and so may lead to considerable savings.

In this oonneotion there may be reported an interesting case which Vienna's Munioipal Building 
Department had to deal with. A new munioipal tenement house had been in oourse of oonstruotion. Since 
the soil consisted of a fairly thick layer of fill the foundation was designed with reinforced oon- 
orete rafts, resting on precast reinforoed conorete piles. During construction of the superstructure 
walls settled not muoh, but to an unequal extent. While in the northwest-oomer of the building 
settlements were only 1 to 5 ®-t the same time walls on the opposite side showed settlements of 
about 8 to 12 mm. One guessed at once that the cause of this differential settlement was to be found 
in the vibrations exerted by an electrically driven conorete and mortar mixing plant, installed before 
the front wb.11, just beside those parts of it, which had showed a considerable tendency to settle*
After having observed this settling tendency seismographio investigation was done in order to asoer- 
tain the degree of vibration effeot. It was found thereby, that by both vertical and horizontal vi
brations the mixing plant mentioned oaused an additional soil pressure at the raft edge of the front 
wall foundation to an extent of 6 to 10 per cent of the statioal stress. In spite of this relatively 
moderate increase of soil pressure the troubling effect here in question had been exerted, because 
the vibration had a fairly high frequency (20 Hz) and long duration and since the loose fill materials 
of the subsoil are more susceptible against dynamic actions than natural earth deposits. After the 
aforementioned mixing plant had beon stopped, no further settling of the building has yet been observed.

No. F-20 DISCUSSION
Reg.-Baurat Dr.-Ing. Wilhelm Loos, Deutsche Forschungsgesellsohaft fflr Bodenmechanik,

Berlin-Charlottenburg, Germany

In Fig. 1 you see an example of model loading tests made in our laboratory by Professor Hertwig.
In sand failure occurs when the stress exceeds the friction along the ourved surfaoe called "Gleitflflche”. 
We usually sketoh a cross-seotion of such tests which are made with a rectangular footing. When, how
ever, the loaded area is a square, the ultimate load before failure will be muoh larger, because slid
ing will take place in all four directions. With sand of the same pore space and compaction the load 
at failure on a square bearing plate will be approximately double the load which a long rectangular 
strip of equal area would carry.

Referring to the remarks of Professor Cuevas I hope that some examples will interest you beoause 
they refer to our practioe. If I had known that there was to be a kind of competition (or a Derby 
race with heavy horBes) on "dirty", soils, then I would have brought more pictures with me and perhaps 
won the prize. The soils in Java and Sumatra are very bad, since the rainfall there is about six to 
ten meters a year and much soil i6 carried by erosion into the streams. In these regions harbors are 
constructed on soil where ten years ago there were only mangrove trees growing in salt water. These 
soft soils consolidate slowly, of course, and even light tanks with 0*5 kg/cm? load had a settlement 
of fifty centimeters during two and a half years. I am sorry that I did not get more settlement 
reoords from there. And I hope that our Dutch friends will continue the observations so that we may
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get the settlements In years to come*
A part of the harbor of Belawan (east ooast of Sumatra Is built on mud like that desoribed above* 

In Fig. 2 you oan see the coast line and mangroves, in the foreground a quay wall made of steel sheet 
piling, the baokside of which is later to be filled up with sand* Craoke in the top beam are shown 
in Fig. 3 and the defleotion of this beam is 6een in Fig. i|.. The screw bolts are the ends of anchor 
rods. The anchor plates were not far enough from the foreside of the retaining wall, so when the fill 
consolidated, the steel sheets were loaded by the so-oalled "negative skin friction", and put into the 
hard layer with some inches more. The bearing soil was gravel with sand and corang (coral-limestone)* 
It is poroust but altogether it is a very good combination of subsoil. You can see it on a cross-

S c ha ub ild  d t r S e tiu n g e n  vo n funks  und  6 e b d ud e .

Fig. 6

Q  Q

Fig. 5

© > O ;
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seotion Fig. 5« Below this hard layer, though, is another layer 
of clay about 20 0 meters deep.

At this particular site piles were not used for the several 
tanks and a pumping station, because the piles for one tank 
would have cost more than all of the steel work. The height of 
these tanks was only about five meters and the load was 0 .5  

kg/cm. They are filled with palm oil whioh is produced there. 
It is stored in these tanks and then transferred to the ships.

On the cros6-seotion (Fig. 5 ) you will see underneath the

Ta nka nlaae  B e l g i a n  

LanaenschnHt.
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building a small oofferdam and an exoawtion filled up with sand. The sand was neoessary beoause in 
that mud we could only pour a concrete slab after a layer of sand had first been put down.

Fig. 6 shows the settling of four points on Tank IV together with the load of palm oil which the 
tank oarried. Wien this tank was test loaded with water it settled only 6 om. Then the owner dis
continued settlement observations until the first or&oks were noticed in the building. Then the level 
observations were resumed. The curves show a continuous settlement through two and one-half years, 
later the tank rises when empty. The rise of points o and d is small because other tanks adjoining 
this side (I and V) are still loaded. Notice on Fig. 5 that the amount of settlement in the building 
(points a,b,o, and h) has been reduced by the excavation.

No. F-21

Dr. Karl v.

DISCUSSION OF PAPERS NO. F-12 AND F-13 (By Letter)
ON SETTLEMENT OF STRUCTURES IN SHANGHAI, CHINA 

Terzaghi, Professor at the Teohnische Hoohsohule, Vienna, Austria

These papers contain very valuable contributions to our scanty knowledge of the settlement of 
"floating pile foundations". Paper No. F-12, Vol II, also contains, in Appendix 2, a 6et of proposed 
rules for the computation of beams in buildings supported by foundations of thi6 type. The value of 
F-13 , Vol II, oould be greatly increased by a supplement containing a seotion through the old Lokawai 
power station, a plan showing the relative position of the power units and a set of time-settlement 
ourves. The following discussion is an attempt to correlate the results of the observations with our 
general knowledge of the subject and to find out what supplementary information would be required to
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make an adequate adaptation of the Shanghai building oode to the characteristics of floating pile 
foundations.

Soil conditions and soil pressures. Aooording to Paper No. I-I4., Vol II, the subsoil of Shanghai oon- 
sists to a depth of about 900 ft of silt with a variable admixture of fine sand and olay. Owing to 
the lenticular struoture of the deposit the compressibility is likely to ohange from point to point in 
a rather erratic fashion. This laok of uniformity is reflected in the settlement characteristics of 
the observed buildings. Fig. la shows a typical, simplified oross-seotion through the buildings de
scribed in the papers. The silt within the prismatic space a b 0 d looated beneath the base of the 
building is surrounded and reinforced with round, tapered Oregon pine piles. The distribution of the 
vertical normal pressure over a horizontal plane AB, looated at the points of the piles whioh are at 
a depth T below the surfaoe is shown by the ordinates of the dotted ourve eB, Fig. la. The total area 
enolosed between AB and eB is equal to the difference between the normal pressure which acted on AB 
before and after the building was constructed. In order to simplify the pressure distribution we re
place the wedge-shaped area AeB by a reotangle Aefg whioh has the same height, Ae, and the same area. 
The height Ae = we" of the rectangle is called the effective normal pressure on the horizontal section 
AB. The width Ag of the reotangle Aefg in Fig. la is determined by the oondition

area AeB = area Aefg
It is equal to half the width, b, of the prism plus a certain fraction, nT, of the depth T

Ag = b + nT ........(l)

For the buildings described in the Paper No. F-12, the depth T is approximately J+b (more or less). If 
the piles were non-existent and if the loaded material were perfectly elastic and isotropio, the width 
Ag, Fig, la, oould be computed by means of Boussinesq's theory. It would be approximately equal to 
b ■+• 1.1T or n = 1.1. For a pile foundation in a natural, more or less stratified soil the value of 
n is not known. The stratification tends to decrease the width Ag over which the load spreads. The 
extreme allowance whioh one oould make for this effeot would be to replaoe n = 1 . 1 by n = 0 .2 5, a 
value less than one-quarter of that for an elastic, isotropic medium. An upper limit for the relieving 
effeot of side friction i6 given by the condition that the shearing stresses along ao and bd cannot 
exceed the shearing resistance of the soil. For the Shanghai soils the skin friction on piles i6 

about U50 lbs/sq ft. Hence the shearing resistanoe of the soil is at least as high as that.
If we assume a value of n = 0.25, the total area F over which the weight of the building is dis

tributed at a depth T below the surfaoe is equal to the sum of the area A covered by the building and 
the area A, of a belt with a width of 0.25 T as shown in Fig. lb.

The differenoe between the load oarried by the soil before and after construction is equal to the 
difference between the effeotive weight of the building and the weight of the excavated soil. Accord
ing to the Paper No. F-12 the term "effective weight" of the building means the sum of the dead load 
and that part of the Code live load which oan be expected to act under normal servioe conditions. The 
weight of the excavated soil ie in Shanghai approximately equal to 10 0 lb6 per cu ft. Let

w0 be the effeotive weight of the building per unit of the area A covered by the building,

w»e= we - 10 0 T̂ , the effective unit load reduced by the weight of the excavated soil,

w"e= the increase of the normal pressure on the seotion AB, Fig. la, per unit of the area F, pro
duced by the oonstruotion of the building,

L = the perimeter of the area A in Fig. lb and

t=> the average shearing stress along the vertical sides ac and bd in Fî . la.

Using these symbols we obtain by a simple oaloulation

wen = w0» . A/F ~k/F (we - 100 Tj) (2)

and t = (w0» - we") A/LT (3 )

Table I contains these values for the nine buildings which are described in the Paper No. F-12.
It also oontains the inorease S of the settlement over a period of 2 year6 starting about 1 year after 
construction was finished, and the differenoe ^ S between the greatest and the smallest value of S.
The value t, in the last column gives the shearing stress per unit of area of the surface of the piles 
on the assumption that the whole effeotive load is oarried by the piles. The greatest value the skin 
friotion can assume is about I4.5O lbs/sq ft.

Table I shows that the effeotive normal pressure on the plane AB in Fig. la ranges between the 
extreme values of 58 0 and 121+0 lbs/sq ft. for the buildings 1-3 and 6-9 . Since it is very unlikely 
that n in equation (l) has a value of less than 0 .2 5, these soil pressures can be considered the upper 
limiting values of the normal pressure on AB in Fig. la.

Extremely interesting is a comparison between the units 7 8 of the old Lokawei power station 
desoribed in Paper No. F-13 . Both units were installed in 1931. They are identioal exoept that the 
length of the supporting piles is equal to 28 ft and 75 ft respectively. Tible II oontains the prin
cipal data regarding these two units. The value Ŝ  represents the total settlement after a period of 
1* years. The table shows plainly that the settlement depends essentially on the value of w S i n o e  
both units are looated within the same building it seems vary likely that the differenoe between their 
settlement is essentially due to the difference in the length of the piles.
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T A B L E I

Bldg A
sq ft

L
ft

T
ft

100 T, 
lbs/ 1 

sq ft

w *
ibi/ 
sq ft

w "
lbf/ 
sq ft

t
lbs/ 
sq ft

S
in

1̂S
in lbs,?'

sq
ft

1 Victoria nurses 132 8 5 712 60 — 220 0 12 2 0 30 0 1.7-2.9 1. 2 272

2 C.R. Police quarters 5780 3 9 b 70 10 0 0 1550 690 225 0 .6-1. 5 0.9 287

3 Indian Yi'arders 1+688 3 16 72 10 0 0 16 70 725 250 0 .1|-1.1+ 1. 0 29 2

b Juvenile Blook 7550 b29 50 — 116 6 1+00 10 0 2 .1-2 .8 0.7 7 2 5U)

5 Cell Block R.S. 111+0 0 60I+ 50 — 115 2 1+00 10 6 1.3-1. 8 0.5

C\J

6 Police hospital 731+0 50 5 50 10 0 0 19 20 975 350 0 .8-1. 9 1 . 1 1+68

7 Gaol " 6155 I+65 50 “ 2 3 12 121+0 280 1.9-3 .0 1 . 1 350

8 Admin, block 70 70 I4BI+ 70 700 10 20 1+00 15 0 1.1+-2 . 2 0 .8 223

9 West S.R. Firo st. 10 6 8 0 526 80 — 1581+ 8 30 170 0 .7-1. 0 0.3 30 8

(1) Difference 725“lj-50 taken up by footings, 86 7 lbs/sq. ft.
(2) Difference 761+-1+50 " " " " 9 56 " " "

The buildings 3 to 8 are located within short distances from each other.

T A B L E  II

Power Units
A

sq ft
L
ft

T
ft

we we' 
lbs/sq ft 6 2 T1

V
lbs/sq ft

t
lbs/sq ft

S1
in

7 2750 oa 220 28 29 0 0 0 I6 5O 130 10

8 2750 ca 220 75 29 0 0 0 8 70 80 5

125

133

Soil pressure and settlement. Fig. 2 shows the relation between the value weM (abeoissae) and the 
two-year settlement S (ordinates), for the buildings 1-3 and 6-9 in Table II. For all the buildings, 
with the exception of No. 3, the value S increases in simple proportion to wQ" and it ranges between
0 .8 and 2mhn per 10 0 0 lbs/sq ft and for a period of taro years. The scattering from the average oan be 
due to local variations either of the compressibility or of the permeability of the soil. Henoe a 
slow time rate of settlement involves by no means a low ultimate value.

Sinoe the settlement increases over a long period, the ultimate settlement is likely to exoeed 
12" for eaoh 10 0 0 lbs/sq ft. Aooording to Appendix 1 of the Paper No. F-12 the admissible load for 
shallow foundations in Shanghai is equal to 1000 lbs/sq ft for dead load alone and to 1500 lbs/sq ft 
for dead plus total oode live load. It is hardly conoeivable that the total settlement of shallow 
raft foundations, exerting a pressure of 10 0 0 or 12 0 0 lbs/sq ft on the soil should on an average be 
greator than the 12 in produoed by such pressures when acting at a depth of 50 or 60 feet below the 
surfaoe. Otherwise the soil pressures of 10 0 0 or 150 0 lbs/sq ft would not be oonsidered admissible. 
Henoe it seems that the settlement in Shanghai depends essentially on the value of wa" regardless of 
the depth at whioh this pressure aots. Yet, for the same final settlement the time rate of settlement 
of a shallow foundation is by no means identical with that of a pile foundation. In general one should 
expeot that the time rate of settlement for a shallow foundation should be greater than for a pile 
foundation, although the final result may be the same. Since the papers do not oontain any settlement 
records for simple raft foundation, this oonjecture oannot yet be verified.

One of the remarkable phenomena revealed by the settlement observations oonsists in the conspi
cuous absenoe of a bowl-shaped depression in the central part of the loaded area. The absence of this 
feature is particularly noticeable in Figs. 21 and 22 of the Paper No. F-12 whioh show the settlement 
of the oentral and of the peripheral parts respectively, of the Abattoir. A simple raft foundation
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always assumes the shape of a shallow bowl, although the load m y  be perfectly uniformly distributed. 
The absenoe of the oentral depression seems to indicate that the prisaatio body of reinforoed soil lo
cated beneath the building is stiff enough to counteract, at least during the first years after con
struction, the tendency of the oentral part to settle more than the peripherical parts. The differen
tial settlement seems to be almost exolusively due to looal variations in the compressibility of the 
soil. Yet here again the above statements should be aooepted with reserve, beoause the settlement ob
servations do not include the settlement during oonstruotion. They do not inform us as to the subsi
dence in the vioinity of the buildings and they contain no data regarding the settlement of points lo
cated in the interior of the buildings. It is by no means impossible that the loaded surfaoe assumed 
the shape of a bowl during the period of construction, whioh is not covered by the observations.

Another, rather conspiouous feature of the settlement records in Paper No. F-12 oonsists in the 
irregular shape of some of the time-aettlament curves. The diagrams shown in Figs. 21 and 22 in 
Paper No. F-12 may serve as an example. The ourvo for point 12 in Fig. 21 is perfeotly smooth, while 
that for point 8 in Fig. 22 consists of a succession of almost horizontal and of steep sections. In 
Fig. 20 all the settlement curves consist of a series of steps. Particularly disconcerting is the 
striking contrast between the settlement diagrams of Fig. 15 for building No. U and those of Fig. 18 
for building No. 5* beoause the foundations of these two structures are practically identical and the 
distance between the two structures is less than 30 0 ft.

The causes of a very irregular time-settlement ourve may reside in errors of observation, in an 
intermittent movement of the bench mark or in an intermittent movement of the observation point. In 
order to assign the irregular shape of curves in the Paper No. F-12 to one of these three oauses, sup
plementary investigations would be needed.

Seat of the settlement. The weight of buildings Nos. 1-3 and 6-9 in Table I is exclusively carried by 
tĥ  skin friotion of the piles. Owing to this fact the gradual inorease of the settlement is almost 
exclusively due to progressive consolidation which begins at the level AB, Fig. la, and prooeeds from 
this level both in an upward and in a downward direction. In this connection it would be very im
portant to know whether the major part of the settlement has its seat above or below the plane AB. If 
it ocours above this plane, the final value of the settlement oould be reduoed by inoreasing the 
number of the piles, provided the benefioial effeot of inoreasing the number of piles is not partially 
or wholly eliminated by the disturbing effeot of the supplementary piles on the struoture of the soil. 
Finally a knowledge of the seat of the settlement would permit a deoision as to whether the footings 
or a raft oan be expected to carry any load in exoess of the maximum load which oan be carried by the 
skin friotion of the piles (in Shanghai soils about I4.5O lbs per sq ft of the surfaoe of the piles).
The knowledge of the seat of settlement can only be obtained by means of underground observation points, 
to be established at the bottom of drill holes. In order to get the desired information the points 
should be established at various depths bolow and above the level AB, as indicated by small circles in 
Fig. la. Referenoe points of this type were used for somewhat different purposes during the construc
tion of the storage dam "Swir 3" (Paper No. N-3, Vol I) and in Mexico City (Paper No. N-5, Vol I).
See also the disoussion of the Paper N- 5 and the writer's paper "TragfHhigKeit der Pfahlgrttndungen",
Dio Bauteohnik, 1930, Heft 31 and 32.

Effect of the settlement on adjacent buildings. The practical importanoe of the settlement oonsists 
essentially in its effeots on the adjacent buildings and on the struoture which is supported by the 
foundation. The loads which were assigned to the piles beneath building No. 1 (Victoria Nurses' Home 
in Paper No. F-12) is very conservative. Yet there is little doubt that the settlement will gradually 
increase to a value of more than 12 in. Henoe the strip of ground which surrounds the building will 
gradually sink to a depth of more than 12 in below its original position. If this strip is occupied 
by existing structures, the influenoe of the settlement on these structures may be far more detrimental 
than its influenoe on the struoture whose weight oauses the subsidenoe, beoause within the loaded area, 
the differential settlement will hardly exceed 2 in. (See Paper No. F-12). Yet in the proposed re
vision of the S.M.C. Building rules in Appendix 2 of the Paper No. F-12, this important and very disa
greeable by product of the settlement phenomena is not considered. In order to get some information 
to 6tart with it would be desirable to extend the settlement observations over the vioinity of the sub
siding structures. For the time being very little seems to be known regarding the width of the area 
which is affected by a settling pile foundation and it is by no means impossible that some of the 
bench marks are looated within this area. As time goes on, the width of the affeoted area may in
crease.

Effect of the settlement on the subsiding struoture. If the terms "allowable soil pressure" or ”al- 
lcrwable load'1 have any tangible meaning at all it is the following. If the pressure exerted by the 
struoture is equal to or smaller than the allowable value the settlement produced by the pressure has 
no harmful effeot on the building. Yet even this statement is rather vague, involving an intolerably 
wide margin for interpretation, unless we specify what constitutes a harmful effeot. From general ex
perience regarding the effeot of settlement we draw the following conclusions. Plain brick buildings 
oan stand far more important differential settlements than those desoribed in the Paper No. F-12 with
out showing any signs of being overstressed. Continuous reinforced concrete beams with a height of 
about 2 ft will oraok above the supports. Yet the craoks will be too narrow to be readily visible and 
the effeot of the unequal settlement on the stresses in the beams oan be taken care of by observing 
the rules contained in Appendix 2 of the Paper No. F-12. Henoe the struoture will not be faultless.
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but it will serve its purpose for an indefinite period. On the other hand, if the reinforced oonorete 
teams have a height in exoess of 4 ft, or if the side-̂ walls of a oellar are made out of reinforoed oon
orete the oraoks will be plainly visible and the reinforoement may be exposed to oorroaion. Further
more oraoks of this type in struotural members looated below the ground water level may suffice to in
jure the isolation and to permit important infiltrations.

Aooording to these statements the detrimental effeot of a given settlement may range anywhere be
tween none at all, as in the oase of a plain brick building and very objectionable breakage liable to 
affect the safety of the struoture. In order to adapt the rules for designing different types of build
ings to the looal soil oonditions two requirements must be satisfied. The first one consists in making 
a systematio oolleotion of complete settlement records. A reoord is not oomplete unless the number of 
reference points is sufficient to serve as a basis for an accurate contour map of the warped surfaoe 
produoed by the settlement. These reference points should be established along the outside walls, in 
the interior of the buildings and on the strip of ground surrounding the building. The figures 30 to 
33 in the Paper No. E-l, Vol I, are good examples. By means of the micrometer hose level which I in
troduced some five years ago in Vienna, the readings can be made far more rapidly and conveniently 
than with a levelling instrument and the error of observation oan be kept well below 1/100 in. (See
H. Lflsohner, Genauigkeitsuntersuohung zur Messung von Setzungen nach dem Verfahren von Prof. Terzaghi. 
Ztsohr. fflr Instrumentenkunde. 5 6 . Jg. 1936# H. I4..)

The second requirement consists in collecting data regarding the maximum deformation which the 
construotion members of reinforoed conorete struotures oan stand without objectionable breakages Sinoe 
theory does not inform us on the amount of plastio deformation of the oonorete nor on the nature and 
the width of the oraeks, reliable data oan only be secured by means of oareful measurements and ob
servations on buildings whose base has been subject to a known degree of warping on aooount of unequal 
settlement. Investigations of this type oan be compared to the "oondition survey" on oonorete roads.

Soil exploration. The design of pile foundations in Shanghai seems to be governed exclusively by the 
rule of keeping the load per pile within speoified limits. When following this rule, one does not 
get more than a very vague idea of the settlement of the supported structure. Although the Paper No. 
F-12 contains not more than 10 records, it includes two very similar buildings whioh illustrate this 
statement. The design of the foundation for the building No. 1 in Table I is much more conservative 
than that for No. 6 . Yet the value S for No. 1 ranges between 1.7 and 2.9 in. while that for No. 6 

ranges only between 0.8 and 1.9 in. The real margin for the value of S for buildings with fairly 
identical foundations is probably far in exoess of that disclosed by the buildings No. 1 and 6 . Sinoe 
the subsoil of Shanghai consists, to a great depth, of more or less uniform silty materials, the 
reason for the margin can only reside in looal variations In the consistency and permeability of the 
soils. Since the permeability merely influenoes the time-rate of settlement, the vital property is 
the oonsistenoy. Variations in the consistency could easily be detected by means of some cone pene
tration device suoh as I used in 1929 in New York (Die Bautechnik, 1930* H. 3 1 and 32)» or, if the 
soil is suffioiently soft, by means of the tool described in the Paper No. B-3, Vol I of the Pro
oeedings. The results of such observations may also assist in seleoting the most economical length 
for the piles.

Conclusion. The information contained in the Papers No. F-12 and F- 13  represents a very promising 
start towards accumulating the raw material required to establish an adequate building code for the 
oity of Shanghai. However, in order to secure all the vital information which is needed for this pur
pose it would be necessary to intensify the observations and to broaden their soope along the lines 
suggested in this discussion. Considering the benefit to be derived from a reliable building code the 
oosts involved in seouring the information are negligible. These costs consist in the cost of es
tablishing an adequate number of reference points, and in the salaries of two or three young, trained 
men.

No. F-22 DISCUSSION ON THE MOVEMENTS OF THE PIERS OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGE, PAPER NO. F-l;
Participants: Dr. Karl von Terzaghi, Austria, and Prof. William P. Kimball, U.S.A.

Karl von Terzaghi: When reading Mr. Kimball's Paper No. F—J+, Vol I, dealing with the settlement 
record for a bridge across the Mississippi in New Orleans, I was rather surprised by the good agree
ment between the computed and the observed values of the settlement of the river piers. For all these 
piers the seat of settlement is located within a thick bed of fine sand, subject to very rapid con
solidation. By driving the sampler into a material of this type some compacting effect seems to be 
inevitable. Hence the samples oannot be considered strictly identical with the undisturbed material. 
Furthermore the computation was based on the assumption of complete lateral confinement of the loaded 
material. On this assumption, one should obtain for the relation between the unit load, p, and the 
settlement, S, a curve whose slope decreases with increasing values of p, similar to the ourve in 
Fig. 1. Eight years ago I made a loading test on a reinforoed conorete slab covering an area of about 
ten sq ft, looated on the bottom of a shaft with a depth of about 50 feet, in Houston Street, New York. 
The seat of the settlement was entirely looated within a stratum of medium dense, dry sand. The sides
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of the shaft were firmly timbered in order to imitate the condi
tions which exist above the base of a pier* By gradually loading 
the slab we obtained a settlement curve similar to ourve Cg in 
Fig. 1. The downward ourvature indicates a rather important 
lateral yield of the loaded sand. By neglecting this yield in a 
settlement computation one underestimates the amount of subsidence. 
The satisfactory agreement in Mr. Kimball's case seems to indi
cate a marked anisotropy of the sand located beneath the river 
piers, involving an. unusually high resistanoe against compression 
in a horizontal direotion. The test boring records did not con
tain any indiocition of the existence of such an anisotropy, and 
as a matter of fact, it is difficult to see how the records could 
disclose its existence at all. Hence the satisfactory agreement 
between the oomputed and the real settlements was due to a chance 
factor whioh is not present in many cases. For piers supported 
by an isotropio bed of sand we have no means of estimating the 
settlement except from previous settlement records.

O  j report Mr. Kimball also describes the downward and up
ward movement of the piers which was produoed by the rise and fall 
of the level of the river. I have two similar oases on record. In 

one of them the piers of a railroad viaduct were found to undergo a periodic upward and downward move
ment involving two maxima and two minima per year for the elevation of the piers. The underground of 
the piers consisted of stiff olay and of disintegrated mica schist which covered the slopes of the val
ley. The second case involved a periodio movement of the foundation of the railway terminal of the 
Compagnie Transatlantique in Le Havre, France. This movement is produced by the alternation between 
low and high tide in the adjoining bay. The average tidal variation of the water level is approxi
mately equal to 16 feet. The struoture is looated along a driveway bordering the crest of a quay wall. 
The rise and the fall of the sea level produces a simultaneous rise and fall of the foundations lo
cated close to the driveway, with reference to the foundations located at a greater distanoe. The 
amplitude of the movement is approximately equal to 1+ mm or l/6 inch.

In contrast to what was observed in Le Havre, a rise of the water level of tho Mississippi river 
produced not a ri6e but a desoent of the river piers and vioe versa. My conception of the causes of 
this phenomenon are illustrated by the sketch shown in Fig. 2. According to llr. Kimball's report, the 
bridge is looated above a bed of send with a depth of about 2000 feet. The sand contains horizontal, 
continuous layers of stiff and very feebly permeable clays, suoh as AB in Fig. 2. Since there is no 
free cor.imunication between the river and the ground water looated below AB an increase of the oross- 
secticn of tho river as indicated by the shaded area in Fir. 2, increases the load on AB over a belt 
with a width of about 2600 feet. This, in turn, increases the pressure on the sand looated beneath 
AB over a belt with the same width. This looal increase of the pressure produces by necessity a sub
sidence. Since the process of application and subsequent remove! of the load represented by the shaded 
area in Fig. 2 is repeated year after year, the subsidence produced by the load has become almost per
fectly elastic and revorsible and accounts for the periodic upward and downrmrd movement of the river 
piers.

V-'illiam P. Kimball: I should like to comment on Dr. Terzaghi1s discussion regarding the cause of 
settlement and rebound of piere on the Mississippi Rivor bridge with the rise and fall of the river

stage.
In my paper I sug

gested the possibility of 
elastic compression of the 
soil oaused by the weight 
of fifteen feet of water, 
which is the approximate 
rise in tho river level 
during flood stage. This 
was the cause suggested by 
Dr. Terzaghi also, in his 
discuseion. Since then I 
have had discussions with 
Mr. Cummings regarding 
computations which he had 
made of what this elastic 
compression might amount to.

He has computed the 
elastic compression of the 
deposit, based on the fol
lowing assumptions: That 
there is a strip loading, 
26 0 0 feet wide, approxi-
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mately the width of the river, and infinite in length, the approximate length of the Mississippi River* 
The weight of the deposit is 120 pounds per oubio foot. That is probably a fair assumption. The load 
is 1000 pounds per square foot, which i6 about right for fifteen feet of water. The equations of 
Mioliell for stress under strip loading and of Froehlioh for' settlement, using n = i+, are oorreot. Also, 
the depth of the deposit below the river is 2000 feet. That is not definitely known, but probably the 
depth to bed rock is of that order.

It was necessary in this calculation to assume a modulus. Mr. Cummings used Froehlich's modulus, 
w, and he used it for value 0.006. This value of w corresponds to a value of k, derived by Dr. Terzaghi 
and shown in hi6 Erdbaumeohanik, page 92, Table 2l*. He showB variations of k between 8 3 and 176. As 
I understand it, that is the value, X, to be used in the equation, E = Xp0, It is the elastio ooef
fioient, where E is the modulus of elasticity of the soil, w is the reoiprooal of X, and 0.006 cor
responds to a value of 16 7 for this tern, X, which is fairly high. In other words we have assumed a 
fairly stiff material, the values of X shown ranging between 80 and 17 6 . We have chosen a value pretty 
close to the top.

Mr. Cummings obtained a value for the elastic compression of one and one-quarter inches. Thi6 

corresponds almost exaotly with the observed dip, shown in Paper No. F-U# Vol I, varying between three- 
quarters of an inch and one and one-quarter inches. That ie a remarkably olose agreement. However, 
thi6 value corresponds to a modulus of elasticity of the soil of li+0 ,0 0 0 pounds per square inch, whioh 
seems to me to be extremely low for a modulus of elasticity of a oonfined soil mass such as this.

We are considering the possibility of true elastic compression. As I understand it, thi6 consi
deration must eliminate the possibility of flow of either soil or water in a confined mass.

If we consider another possibility, which is the one I like to consider myself, that the only 
elastic compression possible is that of the water, and if we repeat our calculations using as the mo
dulus of elasticity of the water the value of 30 0 ,0 0 0 pounds per square inoh instead of li|.0 ,0 0 0 pounds 
per square inch, which I believe is the modulus given at temperatures between, forty and fifty degrees 
Fahrenheit, then obviously we obtain a value for the elastic compression amounting to about one-half 
inch. This is only about half of that actually observed.

It seems, therefore, that elastio compression cannot account for all the rise and fall of those 
bridge piers. The thought that we should consider modulus of elasticity of the water is that, if we 
can't have any escape of water and if the water in the soil takes the load when the load is first ap
plied, as we assume in the consolidation theory, then the water must be carrying the load, and if the 
water is carrying the load it is the water which is going to compress elastically.

There is just one other point that I should like to make, and that i6 in regard to the use of 
consolidation tests to estimate the settlement caused in fine sands. I should agree with Dr. Terzaghi's 
scepticism, but I would suggest in this particular case that the sand strata lie more than one hundred 
feet below ground surface, and may for this reason act as a confined mass, as simulated in the con
solidation test.

I should also like to second Dr. Raes' suggestion of yesterday, that it is the only method we 
have anti therefore it is the best.

Karl von Terzaghi: Although the subjeot of Mr. Kimball's remarks has no outstanding practical impor
tanoe I wish to answer them for the mere sake of argument. The tern X which appears in his formula 
refers to a laterally confined material. If the depth of a layer of sand i6 greater than about one- 
half of the width of the loaded area, the greater part of the settlement is duo to the lateral yield 
of the sand. This fact was conclusively demonstrated by numerous, independent investigations. In the 
case of the Mississippi river the width of the loaded area is about 2600 feet and the depth of the bed 
of sand approximately 20 0 0 feet.

William P. Kimball; If that lateral yield occurs then there must be a heaving.

Karl von Terzaghi: The heave is always imperceptible, unless the material is loaded close to its 
ultimate bearing capacity. Thi6 can be oonvinoingly demonstrated by placing a weight on the horizontal 
surface of a thick layer of gelatine. The settlement of the weight is almost exolusively due to the 
lateral yield of the gelatine. Yet the heave is so imperceptible that it oannot be noticed with the 
naked eye. For Boussinesq’s semi-infinite elastic solid the heave is always equal to zero although 
the material may be perfectly incompressible. Henoe the explanation which I suggested for the move
ment of the bridge piers may not be so improbable after all.

Ho. F-23 DISCUSSION OF PAPER NO. F-J+ (By Letter)
SETTLEMENT RECORDS OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGE AT NEW ORLEANS

William P. Kimball, Assist. Prof. of Civ. Eng., Thayer School of Civil Engineering, Hanover, N.H.

Since the Conference additional settlement records have become available showing the recent be
havior of the piers of this bridge. It is the purpose of this discussion to present these records as 
a supplement to the original paper.

Table II, page 91 of the Proceedings, Vol. I may be brought up-to-date by adding the settlement 
observations of June 18, 193̂  as follows:
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Pier A I II III IV V B C D
June 1, 1936 Estimated 2-J 3 7 / 8 I* l/ 8  l| 1 5 / 8 1 l/ 8  U 5 / 8 3§- 2 l/4 
June 18, 19 36  Observed 1 3 3/8 2 7 / 8 3 l/ 8  3 1 3/I4. 2 1 3/ 8 3/ 8

Settlement readings made during the 193̂  flood period indicated the same peculiar behavior of the 
piers as in 1935* that is, additional settlement was induced by the rise in the river stage, and a re
bound or upward movement was recorded after the flood had subsided. The 19 36 flood period was not as 
long as the 19 3 5 period, and the river stage rose only 10  feet instead of II4 feet as in 19 3 5. The re
bound of the five main river piers following the 19 35 flood varied from 5/ 8 to 1 1/ 8  inches, averaging 
about 3/1+ inch. The rebound of the five main river piers following this years' flood varied from 3/ 8  

to 3/U inoh, averaging about -J inch. It is interesting to note that the ratio of 3/I4 to is about 
equal to the ratio of the corresponding rise in river stage for 1935 and 19 3 6 , lit feet to 10 feet. In 
general, it appears that the progressive settlement of the piers is unaffected by the periodic down- 
and-up movement occasioned by the floods. From a purely utilitarian point of view this behavior is of 
oourse not alarming, but as an unexplained and hitherto practically unobserved phenomenon it seems to 
the author that it should arouse the curiosity of soil scientists.

No. F-21; DISCUSSION
William S. Housel, Assist. Prof. of Civ. Eng., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Ten minutes is far too short a time to present completely one's position on one or several con
troversial points which have been the subject of discussion during the meetings of this Conference. 
Consequently I have attempted to formulate as briefly as possible in written form some of my own re
actions which have been accumulating during the discussion of the past several days and which are 
clamoring for expression too insistently to be ignored for my own peaoe of mind.

I have been impressed with the tremendous opportunity for everyone attending the Conference to 
learn from the experienoe and observations of members from so many different countries who have pre
sented their problems to the Conferenoe. I feel that we all owe Harvard University and the organizers
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of the Conference a debt of gr&titude for bringing together so many different points of view on these 
matters of common interest. I have also been a little bit dismayed by the apparent complexity of the 
problems which have been discussed and the apparent failure of various investigators to find a oommon 
basis on whioh to solve some of the sĉ -oalled mysteries of soil behavior*

Some of the results of soil investigation with which I have had the-privilege of being oonnected 
have been briefly presented in a "Report from the Soil Meohanios laboratory" at the University of 
Michigan which has been abstracted for Vol II of the Proceedings and which I understand will be pre
sented in complete form in the final oopy of the Proceedings. Conclusions drawn from those investiga
tions do not agree in all respeots with some of the disoussions which have been presented, and in other 
oases may serve to corroborate deductions which others have made from their studies*

First, I would mention a few points in connection with the interesting work of Mr. Cuevas in 
Mexico City regarding the soil movement when an exoavation is made and when a building is subsequently 
erected. In Detroit, if it is necessary to qualify the statement, plastio clay, according to my ob
servations, shows exactly the same behavior as noted by Mr. Cuevas but to a reduced scale which is of 
oourse consistent with a much older and more stable deposit* Mr. Cuevas disoussed two cases, whioh 
are also borne out by settlement observations in Egypt presented by Messrs. Hanna and Tsohebotareff, 
of adjaoent buildings, in one oase very olose together, in the other case further apart. Similarly in 
Detroit suoh observations have been made and show substantial agreement. A basis of analyzing and de
scribing such observations is available and has been some years before soil meohanios achieved recog
nition as a separate branch of engineering science. If one oan accept the equations for stress dis
tribution developed from elastic theory by Boussinesq as qualitatively correct, it appears that with 
some later refinements the broader aspeots of the problem are solved even though it must be recognized 
that soil is far from being the ideal material of elastic theory.

It is possible from these equations to work out the lateral and vertioal components of stress in 
the region between the two buildings and depending upon the proximity of the buildings account for all 
of the observations which have been made. The excavation may be treated as removal of weight or nega
tive pressure the erection of a building as a load application or positive pressure. In regions 
very close to a weight removal the ground may rise due to the removal of vertical components whioh are 
in excess of lateral components. In regions further removed whioh depend upon the supporting in
fluenoe of lateral components, the ground or a building may settle. To a certain extent, depending 
upon the soil resistance, the reverse may be true upon the ereotion of a building adjacent to another 
struoture. As an illustration, I have investigated two oases in Detroit where buildings have settled 
enough to be damaged somewhat due to the removal of weight, occasioned by the wreoking of one heavy 
structural adjacent to another.

Second, I would like to make a few comments on load tests and their application to building de
sign. It is well recognized that load tests are affected by the size and shape of the bearing area, 
by the rate of application of the load, and by the degree of confinement due to surrounding overburden 
all of which must be properly oonsidered in making the tests and in analysis of the results of such 
tests* It is, however, entirely feasible to conduot such tests so that the data obtained is truly 
representative of the oonditions under which actual footings will be expected to carry the design load 
for which they will be proportioned. It is recognized that tests on bearing areas from 1 sq ft to 
9 sq ft will be controlled by soil resistance in a depth which probably does not exceed greatly the 
diameter of the bearing area, and it is obvious that if there are significant variations in soil strata, 
tests must be made at several elevations or wherever these changes are found during preliminary inves
tigation. The bearing test is actually an integrated measure of the behavior of a representative 
sample of the underground in its natural undisturbed state and under conditions whioh are very diffi
cult if not impossible to reproduce in the laboratory. Any differenoe that I oan see in^suoh test 
procedure as compared to the removal of so-called undisturbed samples to the laooratory is in favor of 
the load test. The representative sample is muoh larger, it is unquestionably undisturbed, and it is 
tested under natural conditions which oannot possibly be reproduced.

These statements represent conclusions drawn from investigations made under a situation whioh may 
be considered fortunate or unfortunate depending upon one's point of view. Practically all of the 
investigations which I have had an opportunity to make have been offered by engineers who had a struo
ture to build and no basis for designing their substructures. TYhile perfeotly willing to undertake a 
comprehensive investigation, it was definitely understood that within a reasonable period of time some
one would have to deoide how many pounds per square foot the footings would be designed for and in 
some oases how much settlement would result. When all is said and done, the fact remains that load 
tests on comparatively small areas have been made, the results analyzed and used in the design of 
structures which have since behaved in substantial agreement with anticipated results.

Third, I wish to comment on the subject of the settlement of structures and certain aspeots of 
oontinued settlement. According to my observations of time-settlement relations, there appear to be 
two basic phenomena which may be represented by time-settlement curves*

In the first place there is consolidation of the soil due to volume ohanges which represent the 
compression of void spaces in the soil structure. In porous soils thi3 part of the settlement may be 
relatively large while in well-consolidated materials it may be relatively small. This consolidation 
will take plaoe over a period of time which may be four or five years in a large mat foundation, two 
or three months in the oase of a pier footing, or considerably less than an hour for a smaller test 
area. In clay soils with water filled voids and a relatively high degree of impermeability I have yet 
to encounter conclusive evidence that the migration of water through the soil due to applied pressures
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•within yield value of the 6oil under plastio flow is of more than negligible importanoe.
After the period of consolidation one of two situations may arise. For a oertain intensity of 

pressure one may say that the oonsolidation has been complete, the pressure being less than the yield 
value there is no oontinued or progressive settlement and the settlement ourve approaches a horizontal 
asymptote. For a higher intensity of pressure the consolidation is also complete but the load is 
greater than the yield value of the soil and settlement continues. It appears, as mentioned by Dr. 
Terzaghi earlier in the disoussion, that suoh settlement continues at a uniform rate and the settlement 
ourve approaohes a sloping asymptote.

I oannot see, however, anything about this situation new or awaiting explanation by investigators 
of soil meohanics. This is entirely in accord with the conceptions of plastio substance, outlined, I 
believe, by James Clerk Maxwell approximately in the middle of the last century. It is not at all sur
prising that plastio olays follow the laws of plastio flow whioh are quite well known, in faot it would 
be surprising if they didn't.

Aooording to these principles, Bingham, Nadai, and others, define a plastio material as a sub
stance whioh will sustain a oertain shearing stress without movement but at a higher stress will be 
deformed gradually without rupture, the rate of deformation being directly proportional to the stress 
in excess of the yield value.

The determination of yield value in my opinion is the most important faotor which practical foun
dation engineering has to consider. Incidentally this point bears on a question put to the Conferenoe 
which, so far as I am aware, has not been definitely answered. The yield value aooording to defini
tion as applied to oohesive soils is the shearing resistanoe at zero normal pressure assuming, of 
course, that no dynamio effects are introduoed due to rapid load application.

I have enoountered one example of load teats and building settlement whioh may be of interest to 
the disoussion. Load tests were conduoted on a olay soil on several strata of different degrees of 
resistance at the site of a power plant in Detroit. See Fig. Ija. According to tests a soft strata of 
olay some 25 feet below the foundation mat appeared to be overloaded. An examination of the 15 year 
settlement record of the structure corroborated the deduotion from load tests showing a definite pro
gressive settlement which had been essentially uniform after the first five years. A oorrelation of 
pressure intensities on the soft layer with rates of settlement within zones of equal pressure verified 
the linear relation between pressure in exoess of the yield value and rate of settlement of that region. 
See Fig. 2+b and i|0 . This linear relation extended baok to zero rate of settlement showed a very olose 
agreement between the results obtained from load tests.

These examples are not all but many investigators have unoovered similar evidenoe. Thus in addi
tion to oonsolidation we have with us plastic flow of plastic soils if that be strange. There are also 
load tests which must be considered, and in my opinion, one of the most promising avenues of attaok on 
foundation problems. Data and experimental evidence is available and more will be collected. If we 
may personify such things as data, we may say that they are insistent little devils. We may forget 
them, we may ignore them, or we may at times even laugh at them, but they will return to plague us in 
our idle moments when we sit baok to deliberate and review that whioh has been accomplished.

No. F-25 DISCUSSION ON PAPER NO. F-8, (By Letter)
Maurioe Buisson, Ancien Eleve de L*Ecole Polyteohnique 

Chef du Service de Controle des Constructions Immobilieres, Bureau Veritas, Paris

Comparison between the computed settlements and laboratory tests on undisturbed soil samples. Very 
likely the reasons why experimental results are less than computation on small loadings and more than 
computation on large loadings may be stated as follows: first, the sample was unloaded about 100 gr/om 
previous to test; second, a "disturbance" oroduoed through the effeot of shearing tensions existing in 
the ground in the vicinity of the borehole. As the author does not state either the characteristics 
for the studied soils, or the method used for "C" determination, it seems difficult to build an expla
nation on a strong basis.

Concerning this observation that "in spite of the small permeability of the peat, water pressure 
deoreases praotioally immediately" it would be neoessary to know the method of determining the per
meability ooefficient. This observation supports my belief as to the effect of shearing tensions 
stated above. When shearing tensions are developed in the ground^^ermeability increases beoause of 
the consequence "disturbance". On the other hand, permeability increases in a general way, when pre— 
sure increases, so that, if the permeability was measured by the direct method under a usual pressure 
amounting to Jo/LtD gr/om̂ , no wonder there is a large difference.

Finally the intaot sample may also have been "disturbed" so that even under low loadings the 
"voids ratio" may be well under tho ratio existing at the position in ground.
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No. F-26 DISCOSSION (By Latter)
SOIL TESTING AND OBSERVATION 

IN THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ROTUHDEN-BRIDGE ACROSS THE DANUBE RIVER IN VIENNA 
Charles Fischer, City Engineer of Vienna, Austria

Before oonstruotion of the bridge was started there were sunk two boreholes for a depth of about 
2I4 m eaoh, to asoertain the oharacter of the underground, viz. filling, gravel, olay and silt. From 
moot of these layers samples were taken to have them tested in the Soil Meohanios Laboratory of the 
Teohnioal University in Vienna. Furthermore a series of load tests were performed in the boreholes in 
different levels (see numbered spots in Fig. l) by means of the "Soil load tester". For loading the 
soil a oiroular sheet-iron plate of an area of 177 was used in this oase. The testing devioe is 
seen in Fig. 2, Resulting load-settlement diagrams as shown in Fig. I4. yielded the 'values of the ooef- 
fioients of compressibility to be determined in oonneotion with the different levels in the under
ground from Fig. 3 . This shows dearly a maximum of soil resistanoe in the level I4. and an intense de
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layerB down 
from level 5« 
Therefore 
foundation 
was designed 
as a shallow 
one with bot
tom level cor
responding 
nearly to 
number Ij..

The next 
table gives a 
summary of 
soil data from 
the aforemen
tioned layers, 
determined in 
Prof. Terzaghi*s 
laboratory in 
Vienna.

Fig. 6-0 
shows the dis
tribution of 
soil pressures 
in three dif
ferent oases 
studied in 
oonneotion 
with this de
sign. In Fig. 5 

the plan of the 
foundation work 
for the old 
abutment is

indicated by full dark lines, whereas the design for the new abutment is represented in lighter lines. 
Two solutions were taken into account: a raft foundation similar to the existing one, but larger; and 
a pair of footings. Distribution of soil stresses in a longitudinal and in a transverse direction, 
both at foundation bottom, as well as in a vertioal sense are shown in Fig. 6 , 7# and 8 respectively. 
From Fig. 6 and 7 m&y easily bo reoognized that the differenoe of soil pressure distribution for the 
new abutment foundation, as oompared with that of the old one is a minimum for the new construction 
when a raft foundation is chosen. This solution is most favorable in order to avoid disturbances of 
subsoil and was therefore decided upon. The soil of the old abutment had been under pressure for about 
60 years. Fig. 9 shows a cross-section with the bottom of the new foundation, about 1.75 m above the 
top of clay layer, the latter being definitely liable to settling.

A further problem to solve was the resistanoe of the 2.75 m thick olay layer against pieroing 
through by the abutment, the underlying material being an almost liquid silt. Distribution of pres
sures on top of the olay layer was computed following the formulae of Boussinesq anrl represented by 
the bell-shaped diagram of Fig. 11. Then the olay layer was statioally computed as a flat slab loaded 
by these pressures and resting on a oontinuous support with a ooeffioient of compressibility of 
o — 10 kg/om?. The resulting bending moments and transversal powers are shown. Maximum stresses are 
the following: 0.2 kg/om in bending, 0 .0)4.5  ̂kg/cm^ in shear. Cohesion had been determined to be 0.5 
kg/om by Laboratory test, so that the faotor of safety of the clay layer against rupture was 2«5«
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In the old abutment oraoks had ooourred, beginning next the 
points of support of the superstruoture and going obliquely out- 
ward. They might be taken as an argument, that soil resisted 
more than masonry work in this oase* The type of ground pegs, 
set in the new abutment foundation Is shown in Fig. 12.

This last figure represents a diagram of load and corres
ponding soil stress inorease of the new abutment during construc
tion. Uost of the load has been applied by the oonorete mass 
of the abutment itself• After a 3 months winter period under 
this load the work had settled only for 3 to I4. mm. Total 
final settlement is expeoted to be not more than 20 mm. For 
the eventual possibility of lifting the superstructure has been 
provided.

No. F-27 DISCUSSION OF PAPER NO. F-6 (By Letter)
Thomas A. Middlebrooks, U.S. Engineer Offioe, Fort Peok, Montana

It is the writer’s opinion that the exoessive settlement 
was not due to either theory A or B since both are based on 
movement of the fine sand from underneath the pier. This 
opinion is based on the following reasons:

a. Fine sand is a firm material and oapable of support
ing extremely high loads when well drained, as it must have 
been in this oase, with coarse material above and below.

b. If failure was going to ooeur due to plastio flow it 
would have ooourred in the first few years, since the fine 
sand would inorease in shearing strength due to consolidation 
ovor the long period of years ( 13 yrs). Based on the theory 
of consolidation, this fine sand should have been completely 
consolidated in that time.

o. Overburden and vertical load from tho pier should 
have been ample to develop the necessary shearing resistanoe 
in the fine sand.

d. There is suffioient overburden to prevent leaohing 
out of the fine sand.

e. Horizontal movement of the piers oan be satisfactorily 
aooounted for due to unequal settlement, sinoe a small dif
ferential settlement would have oaused a considerable hori
zontal defleotion. Two possible reasons for the pier failure 
whioh seem more logical to the writer are: a. That the fine 
sand as shovm by the wash borings was in reality a olay 
stratum (see Fig. 1 for typioal example); and that it failed 
due to plastio flow. This follows the reasoning offered by 
the author on the fine sand but with fewer possible objeotions, 
although it still leaves unexplained the faot that failure 
should have ooourred shortly after construction rather than 
waiting 13 years, b. That tho failure was in the lower por
tion of the pier itself and was not oaused entirely by the

soil conditions. A structure usually deoreases in strength with time, whereas a loaded soil always 
inoreases in strength.

Fig. 1
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No. F-28 DISCUSSION (By Letter)
SETTLEMENT OBSERVATIONS ON STRUCTURES OF THE "REICHSAUTOBAHNEN"

Dr. Ing. Leo Caaagrande, beim Generalinspektor fflr das deutsohe Strassenwesen, Berlin, Germany

This paper is an abstraot of a report whioh will be presented to the International Association for 
Bridge and Structural Engineering, Seoond Congress, Berlin. Ootober, 1936* (The reports of this 
Congress will be published by Wilhelm Ernst & Sohn, Berlin).

Realizing the Importanoe of soil investigations at an early date the General Inspector for the 
German highways has ordered, soon after taking offioe, that prior to oonstruotion of any seotions of 
the new superhighways all subsoils should be investigated in aooordanoe with the most modern viewpoint 
of soil mechanics. During the year 193̂ 4 every one of the 15 ohief oonstruotion field offices of the 
"Reiohsautobahnen" was equipped with a soils laboratory for the purpose of not only investigating the 
subgrade beneath the future pavement, but also the foundation conditions of any structures, and thus 
to influenoe the seleotion of the type of bridges and of the foundations. Henoe, these soils labora
tories are also equipped with apparatus for investigation of the consolidation and permeability 
oharaoteristios of undisturbed soil samples, thus making settlement analyses possible. Suoh settlement 
analyses have the following main purposes»

1. Survey of the upper soil layers in the whole of Germany regarding their suitability for carry
ing structures.

2. Comparison of the theory for settlement analysis with actual settlement observations.
3. The possibility of providing greater economy in the design of bridge foundations.

Points 2 and 3 are olosely related sinoe greater eoonoray during construction oan only be obtained on 
the basis of a settlement analyses.

Very few of the engineers and geologists working in these soils laboratories have had the oppor
tunity to study soil mechanios at sohool, since only a few of the universities have as yet introduced 
this subjeot into their ourriculum. This fact, together with the laok of laboratory help and the speed 
of oonstruotion, explains why the settlement analyses of those structures, whioh have been finished so 
far, are incomplete. Nevertheless, the wealth of available data now permit interesting conclusions, 
whioh are sumrrfirized in the following tables.

Tho relatively few complete settlement analyses show a ooinoidenoe between the computed and the 
observed settlements, which is satisfactory from a praotioal standpoint. It is noteworthy that the 
predictions of settlements based on theory are usually higher than the observed settlements. In a few 
oases this difference reached a maximum of 10 0 per cent, meaning that instead of a oomputed value of 
10 0 millimeters, an actual settlement of only 50 millimeters was observed.

For the purpose of this study the soils may be classed approximately into the following four main 
groups: (1 ) olay and loess, (2 ) silt, (3 ) glaoial till, ( = sandy, gravelly clays, or sand and 
gravel containing olay), (1+) sand and gravel (in some oases containing olay). If we compare the settle
ments which correspond to these four soil olasses (Table II), referring for the sake of simplicity the 
individual values with the help of the theoretioal settlement ourves to the elapsed time in whioh the 
major portion of the subsidence has ocourred, then one oan reoognize a oertain regularity in spite of 
the different influenoe of a number of factors, like thiokness of soil stratum and soil pressures. To 
prevent misunderstandings, it is emphasized that the comparison contained in Table II and the conclu
sions whioh oan be derivod therefrom refer only to the soil conditions of Germany.

Of 7 2 observed structures about one-half are founded on glaoial till and about one-third on sand- 
gravel strata of considerable thiokne83. From Table I one oan see that for these two soil olasses the 
settlements were between 0 to 20 millimeters and 0 to 10  millimeters, respectively. Stability analy
ses show that bridge piers with maximum soil pressures of and 3 .0  kilograms per square centimeter 
respectively have a faotor of safety against rupture of the soil of between U and 7• The small settle
ments together with these large factors of safety would permit, therefore, larger soil pressures on 
glaoial till and sand-gravel subsoils. For soil pressures of 6 and 5 kilograms per square centimeter 
respectively the faotor of safety would still be 2 and 3 respeotively, with only slightly larger 
settlements. Uniform settlements of even muoh larger magnitude are not harmful as indioated by the 
experiences of structures founded on days whioh have settled in a relatively short time up to 20 0  

millimeters. Damage to structures, e.g. tilting of the abutments, are oonfined exclusively to such 
oases where the embankments were built after the structure was finished or when the wedge of material, 
left open for backfill between the abutment and the embankment, was very large. The same is true also 
for structures founded on soft silt soils as long as they were not affeoted by slides and subsidences 
within the adjacent embankments. The majority of the struotures are resting on raft foundations, 
while pil9 foundations are confined to such oases in which the irregular oharaoter of the underground 
indioated the possibility of differential settlements, or where the foundation had to be constructed
in very soft silt soils.

Among the conclusions which are stated in the full report, the following are emphasized:
1. Glacial till and sand-gravel strata of considerable thiokness permit larger soil pressures than

are customary. _
2. Embankments should be constructed as soon as possible to prevent irregular settlements or ad

jacent structures. Wedges of backfill behind the abutments, whioh must be oompleted after the oon
struotion io finished, should be kept as small as possible, particularly whenever the structure is 
founded on soft and impervious soil strata.



Nr.

1

2

3

1+

5

6

7

6

9

1 0

1 1

12

13

11+

15

16

17

18

19

2 0

21

2 2

23

21+

25

2 6

27

Type of 
Foundation

Ave. Soil 
Pressure 
in kg/om2

Soil Stratum of 
Prinoipal Imp.

Oonstruotion Prodioted 
Finished Settlement 

in mm.

Observed
Settlement

^  n  Trim m

Progress of 
Settlement

Raft Found. l .h olay, stiff June, 1935 —
abutmt. 5U. Pier 

Apr. 1936
oontinues

Raft Found. 2.U olay, stiff Deo., 1935 — Pier 52,Mar., 1936 continues

Raft Found.
abutmt. 1. 5  
pier 1. 0

silty clay, 
soft

Aug., 1935
ab'bnt. 150  
pier 60

abutmt. I46, pier 25 

Aug. 1935
oompleted

Raft Found. 2.75 ola^silt. Feb., 1936 95 avc. 50, Apr., 1936 oompleted

Raft Found. 1. 1 sandy clay Nov., 1935 220 ave. lijO.Apr., 1936 oontinues

Raft Found. 1.5 olayey silt,soft Deo., 1935 — ave. 280,Apr.,1936 continues

Raft Found. 1.1%
fat olay and 
silty olay July, 1935 —

abutnrt. 35,pier 70 
Aug. 1935

oontinues

Raft Found. 2.6 loess June, 1935 — ave. J+0,Apr.,1936
almost
oompleted

Raft Found. 2.6 sandy loess Aug., 1935 — A  23Apr., 36

almost
completed

Pile Found.
abutnrt. 1, 1 
pier l.i;

silt, silty 
olay, soft Dec., 1935 p i e f W p r H S *

abutmt.15 2.pier 60 
Apr., 1.93“

oontinues

Floating 
Pile Found. 1.1 soft silt May, 1936

1+70 , 
Hay, 19 36

ave. 50 0»May*1936 oontinues

Floating 
Pile Found. 1.5

silt, silty 
ole.y, soft Deo., 1935

200 
Hay, 1936

ave. I50,May, I936 oontinues

Floating 
Pile Found. 1.5 silt, soft Aug., 1935

250 , 
Mar.,1936

ave. 60,Mar., 19 36 oontinues

Floating 
Pile Found* 1-3 silt, soft Oct., 1935 350 ave. 230,May, 19 35 oontinues

Floating 
Pile Found.

1. 0 silt, soft Nov., 1935 350 ave. 20 0,May, 19 35 oontinues

Floating 
Pile Found.

2 .0 silt, soft July, 1936
easterly abutnrt. 
900, westerly 
abutnrt. 500

ave. 300,May, 1936 oontinues

Raft Found. i .a silt July, 1935
350 y 

May, 1936
ave. 280,May, 19 36 oontinues

Raft Found. 2 .5
glacial till, 
sandy olay

Dec., 1935 00— 100
12

Dec.,1935

almost
oompleted

Raft Found. 3.0
glaoial till 
sandy olay

Mar., 1936 10 ave. llj.,Mar., 1936 oompleted

Raft Found. 3.0
glacial till 
sandy clay

Nov., 1935 i+o— 60 ave. 7* Jan., 1936 oompleted

Raft Found. 3.0
glaoial till 
sandy clay

Nov. , 1935 20 ave. 5# Jan., 1936 oompleted

Raft Found. 3.0
glacial till 
sandy clay

Nov., 1935 20 ave. 15 »Jan., 1936 oompleted

Raft Found. 

Raft Found.

2 .5

abutnrt. 2.5 
pier 3‘C1

glaoial till 
sandy olay 

glaoial till 
sandy olay

July,

Jan.,

1935

1935

60--80 ave. 16 ,Jan., 1936 

ave. 5, Aug., 1935

oompleted

completed

Raft Found. 2.5
glaoial till 
sandy olay

Apr., 1935 — ave. 15 ,Aug., 1935 oompleted

Raft Found. 2.0
glaoial till 
sandy clay

Aug., 1931+ ~ ave.l20,Aug., 19 35 oompleted

Raft Found.
abutmt. 2 .5  

pier 3»0

glaoial till 
fine sand with 

some olay
Nov., 1931+ — ave. 12,Aug., 19 35 oompleted

Raft Found. abutnrt. 2.5 
pier 3.0

olay, sand 
glacial till

Nov., 1931+ — ave. 10 ,Aug., 1935 oompleted

Raft Found. 3.0
glaoial till 
sandy olay

— — no settlement —

Raft Found. 2 .5— l+.o
glaoial till 
sandy olay

— — no settlement —

Raft Found. 2.6 5
glaoial till 
sandy olay

— — no settlement —
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T A B L E  I 

(continued)

Nr Type of 
Foundation

Ave. Soil 
Pressure 
in kg/om

Soil Stratum of 
Prinoipal Imp.

Construotion
Finished

Predicted 
Settlement 
in mm.

Observed 
Settlement 

in mm.

Progress of
Settlemer;;

32 Raft Found. 2 .2 — 2 .5 loamy sand — — 0— 5 completed

33 Raft Found. 3 .0
silty sand with 
litrtle clay Juno,1935 — ave.10 ,June, 19 3 5 completed

3h Raft Found. 2 .5 olayey sand Aug.,1935 — ave.U,Aug.,1935 completed

35 Raft Found.
abutmt. 2 .0  
pier 3 .0

sand with slight 
olay oontent Sept. 19514- — ave«5,Feb.,1935 completed

36 Raft Found.
abutmt. 1. 5  sand-gravel, 

pier71.5-3.0 o l & y» Peat
Mar.,1936 —

abutmt. 16 , pier 
15, pier I. 19 

Apr. , 19 36

oompleted

37 Raft Found. abutmt. l.ij. 
pier 1.5

sand-gravel, 
some olay Aug.,1935 —

abutmt. 20 — 10 0  

pier 15 ,Apr.,19 36
oompleted

38 Raft Found. 2.5 sand Feb.,19 36 10
10

Feb.,19 36
oompletecl

39
Raft Found.outside Pi^ 1.5 thin layer of

middle pier 2 .0  loam,sand-gravel Oot.,19 3l+ — horiz. 1*5

Mar.,1935
oompleted

4o Raft Found. 2.5 sand — — no settlement —

i a
Raft Found, 

westerly abutmt. 2.7 
pile found, 

easterly abutmt.

sand, looally 
with some olay

Apr.,1935 —
westerly abutmt. I4. 
easterly abutmt. 15  

Mar. , 19 36

oompleted

1j2 Pile Found. 2 . 1 sand-grave1,olay — — no settlement —

h3
Raft Found.

with 
sheet piles

2 .2 Band-gravel,olay — — no settlement —

bh Raft Found. 2 .2 sand-gravel,olay

T A B L E  II

no settlement

No. of Structures Soil Class Ave. Soil Pressure Settlements 
in mn.

9

8 (11) 

31 

2h (21)

silt

olay,loess, 
loam, etc.

1 . 1—2 .0  

1.1—2 .6

glacial till,sandy 2.R— Zi.C 
and gravelly olay

sand, gravel 1.5— 3.0

2 0 0 — 1 0 0 0

50— 200

0 — 2 0

0 — 1 0

Notei Examples of settlement analysis, as oarried out on structures of the "Reiclisautobahnen", are 
contained in the following paper. No. F-29, by E* Gottstein.



No. F-29 DISCUSSION (By Letter)
COMPARISON OF COMPUTED AND OBSERVED SETTLEMENTS 

Dipl. Ing. Ernst von Gottstein, Reichaautobahnen, Berlin, Germany

Introduction. In several contributions to Volumes I and II of the Proceedings some examples are given, 
showing that the observed settlement reached in general only 20— 30% of the oalculated values. It may 
be of interest to show some examples in whioh oalculated and observed settlements are praotically in 
oomplete agreement. The following investigations and observations have been carried out by W. KnSrlein 
and K. Vogl. Many additional examples are desoribed in a report to the International Association for 
Bridge and Structural Engineers, 2d Congress, Berlin, October, 19 3 6 , by Dr. Ing. Leo Casagrande.

G.e.:rIe.r.-1. remarks. In the following oases we have to do with overhead orossings with adjoining embank
ments. The subsoil consisted in all oases of soft glaoial deposits of silt and olay. The settlement 
analyses were based on Terzaghi*e theory of settlement of clay layers due to progressive consolidation. 
The oampressibility and permeability of the compressible layers of the subsoil was determined by tests 
on undisturbed samples. The stress distribution under the structures was computed with Boussinesq's 
theory. The presenoe of piles has been neglected. It may be of interest to emphasize that in all oases 
*th© theoretical settlement curves have been calculated before construction*

Building I. Overhead orossing with 3 openings and adjoining embankments 3 m high, (Fig. l)

Foundation. The abutments and the pillars are erected upon two mats of concrete, which were put upon 
Franki-piles 10  m in length. The soil pressure under the concrete plates was about 1.07 kg/m* and 
under the adjoining fill about I.6 5 kg/m .

Subsoil. From l.J m to a depth greater than 28 m very soft glacial silt deposits of a lake, probably 
in an unoonsolidated state. The physical data is given in Table I
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T A B L E  I

Physioal data of some soil samples

Sample No. 1 2 3 k 5
Depth in m 3 .6 0 5.30 8 .6 0 15 .0 19 .0

Natural water oontent 52$ 31$ 60fo h0% 614$
Liquid limit 72$ 6 5$ 56$ 35$ 1+5$
Plastic limit 2̂ 4$ U2fo Ui% 27$ 29$
Plasticity index 28$ 23% 15$ 8$ 16 $
Specifio gravity 2 .6 5 2.65 2 .6 5 2 .6 5 2 .6 5

Reduced coeff. of permeability 
kQ in onVmin 6 x 10-5 — 3 . 5  x 10 " 5 1. 8  x 10 '■5 1. 8  x 10 '

Grain size distribution:
Sand, greater than 0 . 1 an 12$ 20$ 8$ 12$
Mo, 0.1 ran - 0* 02 ram 5i$ li2$ 71$ 1*2$ 26$
Silt 0.02 mm - 0.C02 mm 30$ 210t 7$ 50$ W
Clay, less than 0.002 ran — 2$ — 16 $

Remark: 80$ of the soil is soluable in HC1

Settlement calculation. For the determination of the chronological course of settlement the oompres- 
sible layer was supposed to be of an infinite thioknese and to be homogeneous. The ooeffioient of 
permeability of this fictitious homogenous layer was equal to the average value of the permeability of 
the different layers. The calculated time-settlement ourve is given in Fig. lb.

Observed settlements and remarks. The settlements have been observed from the beginning of the erec
tion of the struoture and are shown in Fig. lb.

The observed settlements are identical with the oalculated values. An irregularity, indicated by 
A was produoed by slides in the adjoining embankment.

Building II. Overpass with one opening and adjoining embankments 3 m high. (Fig. 2).
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Foundation. Each abutment built on wooden piles 7 m long. The average soil pressure under the founda
tion mat was about 1. 5  kg/m .

Subsoil. The cross-section of the subsoil is represented by Fig. 2b. The physical data see Table II.

T A B L E  II

Sample No. 1 2 3
Depth in m 10 .2 m . 2 19.5

Natural water oontent 3&% 33# 32^
Liquid limit — 36# 38%
Plastic limit — 27% 27%
Plasticity index 
Reduced ooeff. of

— 9% 11%

permeability ony'min 
Grain size distributions

1. 8  x 10"5 1. 6  x io“ 6 1. 5  X

sand 35% 8% 8#
MO 55% h5% 12%
Silt 10 % ho% 58%

olay — 7% 22%

Settlement calculation. For the determination of the time-settlement curve the subsoil was supposed to 
consist of two layers. The upper layer of mo-silt# 7 . 5  m thick, was supposed to drain to both side6 

because of a layer of water-bearing sand to a depth of I7 . 5  m. The under layer of olay of infinite 
depth was supposed to drain only by the above-mentioned sand layer. The calculated time-settlement 
ourve is given in Fig. 2o.

Observed settlements. The settlement observation began after the driving of the piles. Though ob
served settlements are approximately of the same magnitude as the oalculated values. (Fig. 2o). As to 
the time-settlement ourve it must be remarked, that the observed ourves show important deviations from 
the theoretioal ourve, indicated by A and B. Until the final soil pressure was nearly attained, no 
settlements of the points 3 and 4 oould be observed. Then, a short time before the construction of the 
adjoining embankment was finished, suddenly there were settlements. It m a y  be possible that at that 
instant an internal rupture of the intaot struoture of the soil took plaoo. The same deviation from 
the theoretioal time—settlement curve show the observed settlements of the struoture V.

Building III. Overhead orossing with one opening and adjoining embankments U m high. (Fig. 3 )

Foundation. Eaoh abutment built on Franki-pilas 7 ® long. Average soil pressure under foundation mat 
about 1. 3  kg/m .

Subsoil. The oross-seotion of the subsoil is represented by Fig. 3b. The physioal data see Table III.

T A B L E 111

Sample No. 1 2 3 U
Depth in m 7.20 11. 2 17.4 2 0 .0

Natural water oontent 5h% 38% m 3h%
Liquid limit 5US 38% ? 32%
Plastio limit 37% 28% ? 27%
Plasticity index 13% 10% ? 5%
Reduced ooeff. of / / /
permeability om/min 1. 3  x 10 "° 3 .8 x 10-6 6.4 x 10 1 x 10“6

Grain -size distribution:
sand 15% 15% 53% 28%
mo 25% h5% 38̂ W °
silt 51% 3&% 7% 22%
olay W* 2%

Settlement oaloulation. The same assumptions have been made as for Building II. For the oaloulated 
time-settlement ourve see Fig. 3 0 .

Observed settlements and remarks. The average settlements. Fig. 3c, are only 10$ smaller than the oal- 
oulated values. The ohronologioal oourse of the settlements is in good agreement with the oaloulated 
oourse.
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Building 17. Overhead orossing with adjoining embankments 3*0 Fig. 2|

Foundation. The abutments are erected upon a oonorete mat -whioh was built on Franki-piles 10 m long* 
The average soil pressure under the oonorete mat was about 1. 0  kg/m?»

Subsoil. Plastio silt-olay to a depth greater than 28 m. The physioal data see Table IV. A distur
bance of the struoture of the olay greatly influences its consistency*

T A B L E IV

Sample No. 1 2 3
Depth in m 6 * 30 12.k 23.9

Natural water oontent 20$ 22$ 32$
Liquid limit 29$ 30$ 33$
Plastio limit 9% 15$ 22$
Plastioity index 20% 15$ 11$
Reduced ooeff. of
permeability in gnymin 2 x 10"5 0 .3 x io"5 0 * 2 x 10“5

Grain size distribution:
sand 8$ 5$ —
mo ho$ 25$ —
silt 50$ 56$ —
olay 2$ lh$ —

Settlement oaloulation. For the determination of the chronologioal course of settlement the compres
sible layer was supposed to be of an infinite thickness* The oalculated time-settlement ourve is given 
in Fig. l+o.

Observed settlements. The observed settlements (Fig. I4.0 ) are in good agreement with those calculated*

Building V* Bridge with 3 openings and adjoining embankments 2*5 m high* Fig* 5*

Foundation. Floating pile foundation, Frariki-piles 10 m long. The averagg soil pressure under the 
foundation mat of the abutments disregarding the piles was about 1.03 kg/m ,beyond the pillars I.I4. kg/m .

Subsoil. The oross-seotion of the subsoil is represented by Fig. 5̂ . physioal data are the same
as for Building II.

Settlement oaloulation* The ©amputation of the time-settlement ourve (Fig. 5 0 ) is based on the same 
assumption as was made for Building II.

Observed settlements and remarks. The aotual values of the final settlements of the pillars are in 
good agreement with those calculated. The settlement of the abutments are 5°$ greater than those oal- 
oulated, perhaps beoause the pressure of the piles had not been observed* The time-settlement ourves 
shows a very important deviation from the theoretioal course* Until the final soil pressure was nearly 
attained no settlement at all oould be observed* Then a short time before the oonstruotion of the ad
joining embankment was finished, suddenly there were se'ttlements* For that faot the same explanation 
may be given as for the same observation made for Building II*

Ho. F- 3 0  COMMENTS ON VARIOUS PAPERS
(Editorial notes abstracted from oral and written communications.)

Paper F-2» The statement in the next to the last paragraph has been ohallenged.. Acoording to a com
munication received the shearing resistance does not decrease due to the applioation of a load, but 
remains at least equal to the shearing resistance ■which existed before the load was applied. In the 
example cited the computed shearing resistance of 0 . 12  kg per sq cm should be added to the shearing 
resistance which existed before application of the load.

Paper F-II4: In several communications attention is called to the fact that the load tests for the 
chimney as well as for the large building described in the paper, were carried out on such small areas 
that they could not possibly give an indication of the settlements which will be produoed by the struc
tures.

Although the diameter of the base for the ohimney is 10  m, and the underlying soil is stratified, 
the design was based on load tests on an area of only 0 .2 x 0 .2 m.

In the oase of the large building the foundation 16 resting on a stratum of gravel of 3 m thick
ness, which is underlain by gray sand with unknown properties. In spite of these facts the design is 
based on the results of load tests on an area 0 . 13 x 0 . 13  m performed on the stratum of gravel.


